


Salcedo Auctions proudly celebrates the fourth year of The Well-Appointed Life, the largest 
fine art and collectibles auction event in the Philippines, as it takes up residence at the grande 
dame of Makati hotels, The Peninsula Manila, throughout September 2017.

What began as a vision to introduce auctions to a wider audience by bringing four sale 
categories together over one weekend - Important Philippine Art, Connoisseur Collection, Fine 
Jewelry & Timepieces, and Rare Automobiles - is today a month-long celebration dedicated not 
just to art and other valuable collectibles but also to the sensorial and intellectual experiences 
that come from being immersed in the world of auctions. 

History and tradition are at the heart of Salcedo Auctions and The Well-Appointed Life. More 
than being simply about the acquisition of objects, the country’s premier auction house presents 
this annual event as a way to rediscover value, and to preserve, protect and uphold the 
richness and diversity of cultural heritage in a most fitting venue.

Ever since we pioneered the fine art and collectibles auction industry in the country eight years 
ago, Salcedo Auctions set out to bring world-class auctions to the Philippines, befitting the 
rising fortunes of the country and our place in the global art community. 

Since that time, we have been very fortunate to see our work and perseverance bear fruit, 
with the continued growth of Salcedo Auctions and the increasing number of institutional 
partnerships that we have forged - all of which underscore the company’s high standards, 
passion for excellence, and the trust and confidence that we enjoy at an international level.

To have accomplished all of these in a relatively short period of time is a blessing that we 
do not take lightly. Indeed, they serve both as an inspiration and as a challenge for Salcedo 
Auctions to scale even greater heights as a contributor to the nation’s growth as a pioneer of 
the Philippine creative economy.

Please allow me to take this opportunity to thank all of those who have joined Salcedo Auctions 
on this resolute path: our co-presentors The Peninsula Manila and Santos Knight Frank, major 
partners Globe Platinum, Lexus, and Singapore Airlines, and premium audio partner Bowers & 
Wilkins - institutions that share our understanding of what it means to have, and what it takes 
to cultivate, a truly well-appointed life.

Karen Kua Lerma
President
Salcedo Auctions

SALCEDO AUCTIONS AND THE WELL-APPOINTED LIFE MESSAGE



Santos Knight Frank is the Philippines’ market-leading, full service real estate service organization, 
with an unparalleled 24-year track record. We have been pre-eminent in the evolution of the 
Philippine BPO sector, where our unrivalled expertise has seen the sector become a global 
success story - which in turn has fueled the domestic economy and powered the growth of private 
wealth.

Our global partner, Knight Frank, is widely regarded as the most prestigious brand in commercial 
investment properties and luxury residential real estate. We are able to showcase prime properties 
both in the Philippines and around the world and work with our high-net worth clients to complete 
complex cross-border investment transactions.

The Well Appointed Life has become a key event on the Manila calendar and we are very 
excited to partner with Salcedo Auctions in what promises to be a defining moment in the rapidly 
emerging high-end auction scene in the Philippines.

I have always been fascinated with the auction of rare and prestigious collectibles – a trait I 
inherited from my parents who, to this day, spend hours researching upcoming auctions and 
identifying the treasures on which they are prepared to bid against like-minded collectors. Most 
people perceive an auction to be a forum for the selling of art; however, I would always consider 
the auction to be an art form of its own – not unlike the acquisition and development of prime 
real estate.

I wish to thank Richie and Karen Lerma, and my team - Joey Radovan, Celia Rocamora and Bill 
Bailey - for making this collaboration possible.

With our focus on quality and the discerning client, Santos Knight Frank sees this partnership with 
Salcedo Auctions and the outstanding The Well Appointed Life event as the perfect opportunity 
to create a truly unique buying experience in the Philippines.

Rick Santos
Chairman & CEO
Santos Knight Frank

MESSAGE

The Peninsula Manila has been a longtime supporter of the arts. Our association with the arts  
started on the day we opened our doors to our first visitors on September 14, 976, and 41 years 
later today, as we celebrate the opening of The Well Appointed Life at The Peninsula. 
 
Over the last 41 years, we have assembled a rather sizable collection by some of the most 
notable names in Philippine art. Why? Because it reflects the rich history and culture of the 
Philippines as a destination. This is in keeping with our ethos as a company, as part of The 
Peninsula Hotels. The Peninsula Manila was designed to embrace the local culture, style and 
history of the city and the country. It’s important to us that a stay in our hotel forms an integral part 
of our guests’ total experience of the Philippines and that it is rich in reference to local artwork, 
architecture and ambience.
 
It gives me great pleasure to partner with Salcedo Auctions as we share these same values. Like 
them, we are firm believers that art is a reflection of a country’s values, that we as a Philippine 
institution must be responsible for protecting our culture as it mirrors how we see ourselves as 
a people. The depth and breadth of the fine art and valuable objects presented by Salcedo 
Auctions in The Well Appointed Life at The Peninsula continues this tradition. 
 
The Peninsula Manila and Salcedo Auctions share a common heritage and an exciting future. 
 
Sincerely,

Mark J. Choon
General Manager
The Peninsula Manila

MESSAGE
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In this charming li thograph, Magsaysay-Ho 
depicts a cherubic young girl, the swirls 
of her curls showing the artist’s mastery of 
chiaroscuro. 

Doris Magsaysay-Ho has graciously

confirmed the authenticity of this artwork.

Lot 101

AniTA MAGSAySAy-hO (1914–2012)

Untitled (Young Lady)

1946
Lithograph
30.4 x 22.5 cm (12 x 8 3/4 in)

php 33,000  - 35,000

Emblems of a bygone era, National Artist Fernando 
Amorsolo produces delicate nude etchings in a soft, 
classical style. The tender movements of the women are 
perfectly captured through the printmaking medium, 
and their supple skin and figures —similar to the female 
forms of Ingres—show the artist’s strong influence of 
European romanticism. 

Lot  102

FeRnAndO AMORSOLO (1892–1972)

A pair of nudes
c. 1920
Etching
27.9 x 35.5 cm (11 x 14 in) /
35.5 x 27.9 cm (14 x 11 in)

php 35,000 - 40,000

Lot  104

h.R. OCAMpO (1911–1978)

Untitled
1973
Pen and ink
25 x 19 cm (9 3/4 x 7 1/2 in)

php 28,000 - 30,000

Reminiscent of Automatism that such artists as Joan Miró and 
Jean Arp practiced, National Artist H.R. Ocampo’s organic 
rising form looks as if it was drawn from the subconscious. 
A spire rises from unrestricted crude lines that lack the 
evenness of Ocampo’s biomorphic shapes—pointing to a 
primitive expression of form.   

The Father of Philippine Printmaking, Manuel 
Rodriguez, Sr. worked towards promoting the 
medium in the Manila art scene. In this etching, 
a boy and his carabao with backs turned to the 
viewer, wander into an enclave of lush foliage. 

Lot  103

MAnueL ROdRiGuez, SR. (1912–2017)

Boy on Carabao
c. 1950s
Etching, Artist’s Proof
20.9 x 16 cm (8 1/3 x 6 1/3 in)

php 16,000 - 18,000

Lot  104a

FeRnAndO zóbeL (1924–1984)

Untitled
Undated
Print 344/460
67.3 x 57.8 cm (26 1/2 x 22 3/4 in)

php 120,000 - 140,000
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Lot  107

ARTuRO Luz (b. 1926)

Tribal Figure 3
2012
Ipil wood
81 x 23 x 23 cm (31 1/2 x 9 x 9 in)

php 140,000  - 150,000

Lot 108

dAnieL de LA CRuz (b. 1966)

Turning of the Tide
2010
Mixed metals
57 x 39 x 175 cm
(22 1/2 x 15 1/3 x 68 3/4 in)

php 350,000 - 380,000

From his Precipice series, Turning of the Tide shows Daniel 
dela Cruz’s recurring full-figured muse, balancing on 
one foot while positioned to leap forward. He says of 
this series, “’Precipice,’ takes a careful glimpse at that 
precarious point—that singular moment in time in our 
individual lives when we come face-to-face with our own 
weaknesses and limitations—indeed, our own mortality.  
My thesis, as the new batch of works will hopefully reflect, 
takes a buoyant look at that instant when we are placed 
upon that cliff—the point of no return.”

Alluding to an ethnographic figure through the title, this 
vertical sculpture by National Artist Arturo Luz suggests an 
abstracted deity transformed into pure geometry. Using 
a combination of rounded shapes and blunt corners, the 
sculpture rises with an elegant symmetry.

Lot 105

ARTuRO Luz (b. 1926)

Untitled

Undated
Metal
26 x 13 x 9 cm (10 1/4 x 5 x 3 1/2 in)

php 48,000  - 60,000

Analogous to the Swiss sculptor Alberto Giacometti’s 
Surrealist stretched, slender figures, National Artist 
Arturo Luz fashions a grid-like structure out of metal. 
Like in his cyclist and circus-themed paintings, the 
figures are represented by solid shapes of circles, 
triangles, and half moons intertwined with their 
surroundings. 

Lot  106

ARTuRO Luz (b.    1926)

Homage to Isamu Noguchi #36/100
Undated
Metal tube in black finish
17 x 22 x 20 cm (6 3/4 x 8 3/4 x 7 3/4 in)

php 70,000  - 80,000

While a tribute to Japanese artist Isamu Noguchi, 
who was known for his organic, raw sculptures, Luz 
uses his own pictorial language to portray weight, 
stability and, architectural balance in the form of a 
deconstructed paperclip.  

Accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity 
issued by Crucible Gallery

Provenance:

The Luz Gallery, Manila
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Lot  109

Lee AGuinALdO (1933–2007) 

Untitled (Man Drinking Through a Bottle)
1964
Pen and ink
32 x 20.6 cm (12 1/2 x 8 1/4 in)

php 65,000 - 75,000

In this amusing line portrait of a man drinking from a 
bottle, Lee Aguinaldo shows his versatility as an artist 
working in the figurative sphere. In The Life and Art of 
Lee Aguinaldo (2011), Ma. Victoria T. Herrera notes that 
the artist became heavily influenced by Pop Art from the 
1960s, hence the loose, graphic style. 

Literature: 
Ma. Victoria Herrera, Clarissa Chikiamco, Cid 
Reyes and Rod. Paras-Perez,
The Life and Art of Lee Aguinaldo,
(Manila: Vibal Foundation, 2011), p. 259

Face concealed, Ronald Ventura draws a man 
wrought with tension. Writer Eric Torres speaks of the 
artist’s figurations, “Ventura’s sense of anatomy avoids 
the distortion of the expressionist mold. But while he 
generally observes classical paradigms of figurative 
rendering—proportion, modeling, chiaroscuro—
he characteristically rubs out parts of the figure or 
setting, as in a frottage, to reveal something else 
underneath, as in a palimpsest.”

Lot 110

ROnALd VenTuRA (b. 1973)

Untitled (Man)
1999
Pen and ink
26 x 23 cm (10 1/4 x 9 in)

php 75,000 -  85,000

Lot  111

Lee AGuinALdO (1933–2007)

Untitled
1953
Mixed media on paper
37.5 x 48 cm (24 3/4 x 18 3/4 in)

php 160,000  - 170,000

By 1953 when this artwork was created, Lee 
Aguinaldo had just finished a three and a 
half year stint at the Culver Military Academy 
in Indiana. A period of internal conflict, he 
channeled his frustration in a vast number 
of figurative studies and vowed to seriously 
pursue his career in art upon his return to 
Manila. Coupled with a new friendship with 
Fernando Zóbel, the ‘50s was a period of 
exploration in Aguinaldo’s career as seen 
through his experimentation with flattened 
forms and expressive strokes.  
 

Lot  112

AnG KiuKOK (1931–2005)

Sampan
1970
Gouache / Serigraph 142/241
20 x 20 cm (7 3/4 x 7 3/4 in) /
25 x 25.5 cm (9 3/4 x 9 3/4 in)

php 130,000 - 140,000

In this charming pair comprised of a gouache painting and serigraph print, 
National Artist Ang Kiukok utilizes flattened forms and a primitive reductionism 
to transform a scene of fishermen and their sampans, or flat-bottomed boats.

Literature:
Eric Torres, ‘Drawings Takes Its Place,’ Asian Art News, 
Vol. 10, No. 4, July–August 2000, p. 54
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Lot  115

AnG KiuKOK (1931–2005)

Rooster
1983
Tempera on paper
48.2 x 60.9 cm (19 x 24 in)

php 580,000 - 650,000

Lot 113

J. eLizALde nAVARRO 
(1924–1999)
Daigon, Christmas
Carollers in Antique
1986 
Watercolor 
42 x 46 cm (16 1/2 x 18 in)

php 200,000 - 240,000

J. Elizalde Navarro boasts an artistic versatility that encompasses a wide range of fields, his expertise spanning forty 
years of painting, drawing, graphic design, printmaking, and sculpting eventually granting him the title of National Artist 
for Visual Arts in 1999. Native to the province of Antique, he uses this particular piece to conjure up images of home, 
assembling a vignette of Christmas carollers cheerfully dressed, emanating the celebration of the season.

Lot 114

RObeRTO ChAbeT (1937–2013)

Forbidden Planet

1985
Collage 
107 x 96.5 cm (42 x 38 in)

php 220,000 - 240,000

Fragments of photographs, envelopes, magazine clippings 
and notebooks congregate in Roberto Chabet’s Forbidden 
Planet. From the series collectively called the China Collages, 
the L-shaped artworks were named as such when the artist 
used Chinese maps as starting points for the artworks before 
layering, covering and weaving other images into the 
composition. 

National Artist Ang Kiukok employs a vibrant 
palette of colors in this striking rendition of his 
popular rooster theme. The overall dynamism 
of his works is exemplified in his distinctive 
fierce strokes and angled edges, sharp and 
decisive in their expressionist verve. 

Lot 116

ROnALd VenTuRA (b. 1973)

Untitled (Figure)

2000
Mixed media on paper
34 x 24 cm (13 1/3 x 9 1/2 in)

php 330,000 - 380,000

Blurred beneath his surrounding elements, Ronald Ventura’s 
man looks surreptitiously over his shoulder towards the 
unknown. Adept at multilayered imagery, Ventura’s scenes 
are often psychological in quality, drawing attention to 
issues such as gender, society and identity.

In Realities: Ronald Ventura, Alice Guillermo notes a sense 
of nostalgia in Ventura’s depiction of figures, ‘The sepia 
tonalities evoke memory and the passage of time, but in 
the intimate personal experience of the artist, they also 
suggest the color of rusting metal exposed to the elements, 
an allusion to the artist’s growing up years in the depressed 
area of the fishing village of Navotas with the corroded 
galvanized iron roofing of the shanties.”
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Lot 117

ViCenTe MAnAnSALA  (1910–1981)

Still Life with Fish and Watermelon

1977
Watercolor
36.2 x 26.7 cm (14 1/4 x 10 1/2 in)

php 300,000 - 380,000

In these charming vignettes of a day’s meal, National Artist Vicente Manansala presents 
his mastery of the watercolor medium - and the exquisite quality of his signature 
transparent cubist style - in these four compositions of Filipino plates. Often painting 
fruit and fish vendors in his art, these works allow viewers a different perspective of 
Manansala’s produce. One can picture these spreads awaiting a family, sitting down 
to a meal, the flavours shining through in the robust depiction of seafood and the vivid 
colors of the tomatoes, watermelons and mangoes.

Lot 118

ViCenTe MAnAnSALA (1910–1981)

Still Life with Jar and Fish
1977
Watercolor
36.2 x 26.7 cm (14 1/4 x 10 1/2 in)

php 300,000 - 380,000

Lot 119

ViCenTe MAnAnSALA (1910–1981)

Still Life with Prawns and Tomatoes
1977
Watercolor
36.2 x 26.7 cm (14 1/4 x 10 1/2 in)

php 300,000 - 380,000

Lot 120

ViCenTe MAnAnSALA (1910–1981)

Still Life with Mangoes and Watermelon
1977
Watercolor
36.2 x 26.7 cm (14 1/4 x 10 1/2 in)

php 300,000 - 380,000

VICENTE MANANSALA
An important set of still life watercolors

118117

120119
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An image of a nighttime ritual, a woman is perched beneath a crescent 
moon, her tender expression of ease congruent with the swift black 
strokes that envelop her and the child she cradles lovingly in her arms. 
Detailed with lines of charcoal, highlighted with contrasting white, and 
swathed within the comforting vastness of his mother’s gestural black ink, 
the child becomes the piece’s focal point in this atypical interpretation of 
National Artist BenCab’s mother and child.

Lot 121

benCAb (b. 1942)

Untitled (Mother and Child)

1993
Mixed media on paper
65 x 50 cm 
(25 1/2 x 19 3/4 in)

php 950,000  - 1,200,000

Lot 122

dAVid MedALLA (b. 1942)

Joe Cali, Painter and G.I.

2012 
Mixed media 
74 x 54 cm (29 x 21 1/4 in)

php 650,000 - 750,000

An artist who works in several media—painting, sculpture, performance 
and installation—David Medalla is arguably the foremost living Filipino 
artist internationally.  Painting in a style reminiscent of naïf art, Medalla’s 
compositon rejects regular perspective and employs quick, spontaneous 
strokes in a vibrant palette. Simultaneously provocative and tongue-in-cheek, 
surrounding the figure’s head is an inscription that reads: ”Joe Cali artist & 
GI, gave me a painting for my birthday.”

Exhibitions:

Tuloy P Kayo, Welcome! / David Medalla, Ateneo Art Gallery, 2012–2013

Accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity
issued by the artist
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Lot 124

nenA SAGuiL (1914–1994)

Untitled

1975
Oil on canvas
60 x 120.65 cm (23 1/2 x 47 1/2 in) 

php 300,000 - 350,000

Accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity 
issued by Benjamin Saguil, Jr.

A cerulean universe that is as striking as it is mystifying, Nena Saguil paints an expansive network of dots and 
sinuous veins. Whether suggestive of microscopic organisms or a complex galaxy, Saguil’s canvas, while abstract, 
alludes to beings pulstating with life. The critic Patrick D. Flores notes, “In her abstract language, both landscape 
and ‘inner space,’ emotion and galaxy, are carefully depicted as part of a mutating cosmos.” 

Lot 123

Lee AGuinALdO (1933–2007)

Green Gold & Venetian Red No. 2
1980
Acrylic on wood
56 x 53 cm (22 x 20 3/4 in)

php 450,000 -  500,000

Lee Aguinaldo established himself among the pioneers of Philippine 
Modernism as one of the first artists to employ Abstract Expressionist, 
Op-Art and Pop Art elements in his works. Drawing inspiration from a 
myriad of American abstractionists, Aguinaldo’s early works featured paint 
drip canvases and photo-infused pieces before he delved into his pivotal 
Rothko-inspired Linear and Circulation series, for which he is most known.

A study of two dimensional illusion, Aguinaldo’s Linear series exhibits his 
mastery of color and incredible command of the brush – emphatically 
apparent in this stimulating variant entitled Green Gold & Venetian Red 
No. 2, with his steady and seamless gradiation between complementary 
hues, transitioning from a vibrant green to a rich deep red.
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Relentlessly introspective and inquisitive, John Santos utilizes art 
to challenge ideologies and assumptions, incorporating a slew of 
symbolic imagery to form a single composition and rendering it in 
the evocative Surrealism typical in his oeuvre. Here he delivers a 
thought-provoking exploration of identity, with a group of vague 
figures serving as the scene’s focus: a bystander, a masked man, a 
classical sculpture, and a faceless runaway – brought together yet 
seemingly disconnected from one another – on an expanse of blue, 
the entirety overlain with the worn quality of an old photograph. In 
this, Santos merges past and present as well as local and foreign 
themes, effectively skewing senses of time and place, erasing the 
external to give emphasis to the internal.

The painting was inspired by the Indian Ocean tsunami of December 
2004 wherein people from all areas congregated to help survivors. 
Santos said of the work, “While there is also a bystander doing 
nothing, he still looks like he’s been affected by what is happening...
Everybody is looking in the same direction, whether they are helping 
or not.”

JOSE JOHN SANTOS III
One Way

Lot 125

JOSe JOhn SAnTOS iii (b. 1970)

One Way

2005
Oil on canvas
122 x 152 cm (48 x 60 in)

php 3,000,000  - 3,800,000

The poster from the 2005 ‘Portal Shifts’ 
exhibition in which this work is prominently 
featured. 

Literature:

Sonia Kolesnikov, ‘Never a Dull Movement,’
South China Morning Post, April 17, 2005

Exhibition:

‘Portal Shifts,’ Art Sentral Asia, 
The Substation, Singapore, 
April 7–17, 2005
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Lot 126

FedeRiCO AGuiLAR ALCuAz (1932–2011)

Untitled (Two Female Nudes)
1976
Oil on canvas
68 x 65 cm (26 3/4 x 25 1/2 in)

php 380,000 - 400,000

A painterly rendition of a pair of nude females, National 
Artist Federico Aguilar Alcuaz employs a color palette 
reminiscent of Paul Gauguin and the Fauvists, who 
favored strong, radical hues over realist ic pigments. The 
yellow-green tinge of the women’s skin pops against the 
murky brown color Alcuaz chooses for the backdrop; the 
downturned faces of his models adding an element of 
theatre to the display. 

Onib Olmedo creates this richly detailed ink wash portrait which confronts 
viewers with a certain magnetism. Known for his depictions of the members 
of marginalized society and street dwellers, Olmedo distorts faces and scale 
in order to highlight aspects of his figures. In this work, the sitter is contrasted 
by the delicate linearity of the solihiya balancing the shadow that engulfs 
the rest of the composition. The gaze extends past the painting, suggesting 
poignancy and melancholy. 

Lot 127

Onib OLMedO (1937–1996)

Untitled (Seated Figure)

1974
Ink wash
75 x 48.3 cm (29 1/2 x 19 in)

php 100,000 - 120,000

Provenance:

Galleria Duemila, Manila Gisella Olmedo-Araneta has graciously confirmed the authenticity of this artwork 
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Lot 129

ROMeO V. TAbuenA (1921–2015)

Untitled (Two Girls)

2009
Oil on canvas
67.3 x 74.9 cm (26 1/2 x 29 1/2 in) 

php 650,000 - 700,000

A resident of San Miguel de Allende for over sixty years up until 
his passing, Romeo V. Tabuena often employed a palette inspired 
by his Mexican surroundings. In this depiction of two girls, 
Tabuena captures the innocence of youth in a single composition 
through the fluttering butterflies, flowers in bloom, and far-off 
gazes. In keeping with his cubist tendencies, the contrast of light 
and shadow give dimension to his forms and mimic a sense of 
movement emanating through the canvas.

Accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity
and letter from the artist

Lot  128

Onib OLMedO (1937–1996)

Untitled (Sidewalk Scene)
1974
Oil on canvas
76.2 x 76.2 cm (30 x 30 in)

php 600,000 - 650,000

Against a vibrant green-paneled wall, Onib Olmedo paints 
a scene that evokes a sense of presence even when no figure 
is in the still. While the composition centers on a garbage 
can, the objects around it tell narratives of their own. A pair 
of denim jeans, belt still strung, is haphazardly slumped 
over a pipe at the top, left in a pile. A little girl’s doll sits 
by the base as if intentionally left for another to treasure. 
An artist who had an affinity for portraying urban realities 
in a confrontational manner, Olmedo finds his strength in 
providing viewers with poignant vignettes of the subtleties 
of everyday life often overlooked. 
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Borrowing from his expertise in printmaking, Manuel 
Rodriguez, Sr. translates his penchant for graphic 
lines and color through abstracted expressionist 
blocks in a detailed vertical arrangement. Vermil l ion 
fragments punctuate the green hues to draw the eye 
to move around the all -over composition.

Lot 132

MAnueL ROdRiGuez, SR. (1912–2017)
Untitled (Construction)
Undated
Oil on canvas
124.5 x 76.2 cm (49 x 30 in)

php 240,000 - 260,000

Lot 131

JOSe pARdO (1916–2002)

Marikit with Caladium

1969
Acrylic on masonite
67.3 x 57.1 cm (26 1/2 x 22 1/2 in)

php 160,000 - 170,000

One of the Thirteen Moderns alongside Victorio 
Edades, Galo Ocampo and Anita Magsaysay-
Ho, Jose Pardo’s background as an architect 
is evident in his portrait of a woman. While 
asymmetric, the intersections of the outlines 
remind one of a blueprint brought to life. 

Lot 130

RAMOn eSTeLLA (1911–1991)

Untitled

1958
Oil on lawanit
61 x 45.7 cm (24 x 18 in)

php 45,000  - 50,000

Part of the Thirteen Moderns, Ramon Estella paved the 
way for the flourishing of Modernism in Philippine art 
through his abstract style. Estella was drawn to “curved 
shapes and lines and stability in the design,” author Eric 
Torres notes in Art After War. This stability he speaks of 
is evident in this 1958 oil, the free-floating yet highly 
demarcated objects balanced through the holes borne 
into the two main abstract shapes—allowing you to see 
one in reference to the other. 

Baguio-based mixed media artist Santiago Bose rose to fame 
for his political, social and culturally charged imagery. In this 
piece, Bose’s control of message is seen in carefully placed 
unrelated elements that come together in surprising visual 
cohesion—on the upper quadrant, four flag-like rectangles 
in a horizontal line; scattered along the edges are small 
sketches of women depicted like playing cards, and on the 
lower half of the canvas, four windows peaking into a blue 
ocean with figures engaging in watersports. 

Lot  133

SAnTiAGO bOSe (1949–2002)

Untitled
1976
Mixed media
95.5 x 64.5 cm (37 1/2 x 25 1/2 in)

php 90,000 -  110,000
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Lot 134

GuS ALbOR (b. 1948)

Antennal Level
2003
Oil on canvas
91.4 x 91.4 cm (36 x 36 in)

php 110,000 -  120,000

In this cerebral work, Gus Albor paints 
a wave of murky grey on the leftmost 
panel of a predominately white canvas. 
Known for his provocative abstractions, 
the ti t le Antennal Level may refer to a 
photosynthetic function in plants that 
refers to a transfer from surrounding 
molecules to a reaction center. 

Lot 135

LAO LiAnben (b. 1948)

Portrait of a Tree

1998
Acrylic and pencil on paper
76.2 x 57.2 cm (30 x 22 1/2 in)

php 280,000 -  300,000 

Viewers are lef t to contemplate the hazy 
impression of a single tree, marked like 
a fingerprint on a sheet of white. Rapid 
and chaotic strokes compose the tree’s 
leaves, merging at i ts trunk to drip into 
the canvas’s ear th, meeting with the 
linearity of the textured background.

Lot 136

FeRnAndO zóbeL (1924–1984)

Untitled

1972
Mixed media on paper
76 x 56 cm (30 x 22 in)

php 800,000  - 900,000

Poetry in form, this mixed media work by Fernando Zóbel elucidates a 
quiet stillness. Burnt sienna, ochre and black bleed off rigid horizontal 
and vertical lines, as if dissolving organically. In Fernando Zóbel (1990), 
author Rod. Paras-Perez states of the artist’s process, “He painted subdued, 
whispering and contemplative pieces. They thrived on rhetorics, the scream 
and shock of the moment. He invited a kind of detached meditation, a pure 
aesthetic joy. They courted visceral reactions, the gutting of the audience.”
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Lot 138

JuVenAL SAnSó (b. 1929)

Untitled (Fishpens)

Undated
Oil on canvas
66 x 50.8 cm (26 x 20 in)

php 600,000  - 700,000

Containing a mystique that is central to Juvenal Sansó’s work, erected 
fishpens or baklads loom in a crimson night. Despite using a limited palette, 
the strong linearity of his structures animate the scene, the silhouettes toying 
with the viewer’s imagination. In Sansó (1988), author Rod Paras-Perez 
notes, ‘Line—whether done with a pen, a brush, a sponge or any other 
means on hand—remains central to Sansó’s oeuvres, setting Sansó apart 
from the modernistic tendencies swirling in Paris and New York and placing 
him so firmly aligned with tradition.” 

Created thirty years after his homecoming to war-torn Victorias, 
Negros Occidental, this mixed media work shows how New York-
based Alfonso Ossorio continued to explore the wax-resist technique 
he had developed in the Philippines. While retaining the same 
primitive structure and abstract expressionist line, Ossorio shows 
maturity and restraint with a more refined palette and more distinct 
contours.

The label affixed to the back of the frame traces the painting back 
to the Oscarsson Hood Gallery in New York City where Ossorio 
exhibited in the ‘80s.

Lot  137

ALFOnSO OSSORiO (1916–1990)

Abstract
1980
Watercolor and ink on arches paper
22 1/4 x 28. 9 cm (8 3/4 x 11 3/8 in)

php 380,000  - 450,000

Provenance: 

Fletcher Art & Antiquities, USA 
Oscarsson  Hood Gallery, New York
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Lot 139

LAO LiAnben (b. 1948)

Untitled

2007
Mixed media
91.4 x 50.8 cm (36 x 20 in)

php 1,200,000 -  1,400,000

Simultaneously quiet and dramatic, 
Lao Lianben creates meditative 
work that feels transcendent of 
the physical, reaching far beyond 
the constraints of a canvas. 
A mass of heavily impastoed 
black—thick and textured—
brings a breathtaking intensity 
to an otherwise clean white 
background, while hints of sienna 
emerge along its edges, almost 
as if something has been burned 
away.

Lot  140

FedeRiCO AGuiLAR ALCuAz
(1932–2011)
Untitled
1983
Tapestry
219.7 x 334 cm
(86 1/2 x 131 1/2 in)

php 2,500,000  - 3,000,000

From the 1960’s to the 1980’s, Federico Aguilar Alcuaz made frequent trips to the Czech Republic (then Czechoslovakia), 
devoting most of his time to work in a textile factory. Intrigued by the modern tapestries he was constantly being exposed 
to, he momentarily stepped away from the traditional paintings, sculptures, and ceramics that he was accustomed to 
producing, delving into the art of “painting with fibers.”

Influenced by his time in Europe, his abstract works are reminiscent of modern masters like Pablo Picasso, with their 
playful shapes and compositions rendered in a bold mix of colors. Exeedingly prolific and multifaceted, Alcuaz effortlessly 
established himself wherever he travelled, attracting an impressive following in both the local and international art scene.
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Lot 143

FeRnAndO AMORSOLO
(1892–1972)
Untitled (Farm House)

1935
Oil on canvas
50.8 x 91.4 cm (20 x 26 in)

php 3,800,000 -  4,000,000

A departure from his typical landscapes and golden pastoral scenes, National Artist Fernando Amorsolo depicts a more 
subdued vignette of a village at the close of day. A large brick structure looms in the middleground, its archway giving 
viewers the hint of a market scene. Also in the distance: the silhouette of a farmer returning home.

The image is serene, and contains the same bucolic quality consistent in all of Amorsolo’s paintings—a quality that seems 
to permeate his work regardless of subject. This is perhaps best articulated in the words of Alfredo R. Roces, who is 
quoted saying, “Amorsolo placed Philippine painting on a new level...He expressed an epoch in Philippine history best.” 

Lot  141

JOSe CAAnCAn (1877–1965)

A pair of sculptures of children
Undated
Wood
31.7 x 10 x 10 cm 
(12 1/2 x 4 x 4 in)

php 160,000 - 180,000

Hailing from Paete, Laguna, Jose Caancan 
became a student of Jose Rizal for one 
year during his incarceration in Dapitan. 
In this delightful pair of sculptures from 
an American collection, Caancan carves 
to minute detail the intricate features 
and garb of two children. The folds 
and embrodery detail on their clothing, 
the young girl’s basket of fruits, their 
anatomical precision right down to their 
light-footed gaits as if caught in mid-step, 
and the delicate curiosity in their facial 
expressions show the artist’s consummate 
technical skill. 

This dignified portrait of an aged lady is a fine example of 
National Artist Fernando Amorsolo’s golden age. His prewar 
depictions of women are imbued with an ineffable glow, 
their stillness and stoicism radiating a dignified grace. The 
woman’s knowing look is complemented by the deep furrows 
on her face, marks of a life lived to the fullest.

Lot 142

FeRnAndO AMORSOLO (1892–1972)

Portrait of an Old Lady

1941 
Oil on canvas 
33.2 x 23.5 cm (13 x 9 1/4 in)

php 950,000 - 1,000,000
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Lot 144

FeRnAndO AMORSOLO (1892–1972)

Sunrise

1958
Oil on canvas
53.3 x 39.4 cm (21 x 15 1/2 in)

php 3,500,000 - 4,000,000

In his book Amorsolo (1975), Alfredo R. Roces stated, “He 
gave the nation a sense of confidence in its culture, pride in its 
beauty, joy in its simple day-to-day living, and graciousness in 
the face of reality.”

Painting one of his most recognized scenes—fishing boats 
leaving for sea at dawn—National Artist Fernando Amorsolo 
was adept in presenting the plight of the working class Filipino 
in a utopian light. While this particular composition does not 
contain any human figures, the intensity of the sunrise glistening 
onto the blue sea and the two steadfast boats can be seen 
as metaphors for the virtue, integrity, and hard work of the 
fishermen, whose absence interestingly amplifies their presence.

Poised and graceful, National Artist Fernando Amorsolo’s 
country maidens tenderly cook the day’s meal while basking 
in the glow of the embers and the midday sun. Known for his 
genre scenes that romanticize Filipino pastoral life, this 1955 
oil on canvas is a fine example of his mastery of light. 

Having studied in Madrid in the 1920s and frequenting the 
Prado Museum, Amorsolo admired the work of Velazquez, 
Goya, Rembrandt, and Van Dyck. He was aware of the 
burgeoning Modernism sweeping Europe but remained 
steadfast in developing a more Realist style. He said of being 
exposed to Modernist painters at the time, “I place myself at 
mid-point between both tendencies. The world marches, tastes 
evolve, the interpretation of beauty by the artist varies also 
according to the times because with these also vary the artists.”

Lot 145

FeRnAndO AMORSOLO (1892–1972)

Untitled (Women Cooking)

1955
Oil on canvas
34.3 x 44.5 cm (13 1/2 x 17 1/2 in)

php 3,800,000  - 4,000,000
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More popularly recognized through his mononym, Malang, Mauro Malang Santos was born on January 
20, 1928 in Manila. Although Malang spent the majority of his life crafting and designing, first starting off 
in design and comic illustrations, the artist did not complete any form of formal art schooling. His success 
began from humble origins, taking informal art classes under retired professor Teodoro Bueneventura at the 
tender age of 11, and one semester at the UP School of Fine Arts before dropping out. Soon after he took 
a job at the Manila Chronicle. There he created Kosme the Cop, Retired; short comic strips that narrated 
the life of a simple Filipino man named Kosme and his transition and copings with the influx of modernity 
in the Philippines. It was there in the Manila Chronicle where H.R. Ocampo, who was also working there 
at the time, encouraged him to try his hand in painting.

In the years that followed, Malang juggled his life as a designer and illustrator while honing his name and 
skills in the formal visual arts. Through his process, he befriended many of the Filipino modernists, such as 
Carlos ‘Botong’ Francisco, Arturo Luz, Cesar Legaspi, and others. Many of these painters remained good 
friends, and shared exhibits with Malang over the course of his career.
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In 1952 he was given Honorable Mention in the 12 th AAP Annual art competition for visual arts. Meanwhile 
he had won first place in the Semi Annual for Cartoon and Caricature Design. Malang had, at that point, 
established himself as cartoonist, with 2 published comic compilations, including one of Kosme, under his belt. 
He also won several awards for his works in design and illustration.

The process of becoming the artist many praise him to be, Malang fondly recalls, took twenty years, but his first 
solo exhibit in 1962, a show of gouache painted debauched shanties locally called barong-barong, was widely 
noted as successful. His works, showing his heavy comic illustration background through their composition, 
stood unique amongst his contemporaries, with what colors he was not able to show in his black and white 
comic prints, he was able to display brilliantly through his paintings.

Malang also had a passion for curatorship and gallery work; by 1965, he alongside other Modernists called 
Gallery Seven. He had also set up, a few years prior, Bughouse, a gallery dedicated to exhibiting comic art. 
Later in his career he would create West Design Studio in Quezon City with Juan T. Gatbonton and Noli C. 
Galang. He also initiated Art for the Masses, which made print art more affordable and accessible to the 
people.

By the end of the 20th century, Malang had a full and long career under his belt. With numerous solo-exhibitions 
locally, Malang was a house-hold name.

Malang passed away on June 10, 2017. 

MAURO MALANG SANTOS
(1928–2017)

An eye for color remained to be one of Mauro Malang Santos’ most powerful strengths. His joyous compositions often 
portrayed everyday scenes and still lifes as celebrations, with short potent strokes and bursts of vivid color. 
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Lot 146                     

MAuRO MALAnG SAnTOS (1928–2017)

Untitled (Barrio Scene)

1974 
Oil on wood
81.3 x 121.9 cm (32 x 48 in)

php 3,500,000 - 4,500,000

MAURO MALANG SANTOS
Untit led (Barrio Scene)

In this magnificent canvas masterwork, Mauro Malang Santos creates a remarkable tableau of his most beloved 
subjects; a multicolored scene of his jeepney, carabao, and cockfight interspersed among churches and nipa 
huts embraced in his abundant foliage, and populated with his trademark women: friends, farmers and vendors, 
a mother and child, and a full carroza scene. All this joined under a beaming sun and done in his dynamic 
shapes and textures, prominently set against a dramatic red background. Wonderfully brilliant and instantly eye-
catching, this prismatic piece easily places itself among the most exceptional in the artist’s lifetime—a complete 
encapsulation of the joy of Malang.
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ANG KIUKOK
(1931–2005)

Ang Kiukok was born in Davao City on March 1, 1931 to Vicente Ang and Chin Lim, two Chinese immigrants 
from Fujian, China. His father had initially planned on naming him Hua Shing, meaning “Chinese-born,” 
however, upon finding out that a cousin had given his son the same name, instead named him Kiukok, meaning 
“save the country”–a fitting homage to his home country, at the time facing invasion by Manchurians.
 
His interest in art developed during his early years. While tending to the family sari-sari store, he studied 
Chinese painting and created comics, drawing inspiration from the ads he found in newspapers and movies. 
The end of World War II, brought his family to Cotabato, where he created movie billboards, before eventually 
moving to Manila, where he would finally pursue his formal art studies.

Ang Kiukok’s own brand of Figurative Expressionism is marked by cubist -inspired shapes with exposed 
musculature and highly gestural forms.  

His father had initially intended for him to one day take over the family business, but against his wishes Kiukok 
instead enrolled at the University of Santo Tomas. There he was mentored by Vicente Manansala, who would 
later become a good friend, and whose influences are evident in Kiukok’s works. During this time, he was 
taught by the pioneering modernists at the time: Victorio Edades, Galo Ocampo, Diosdado Lorenzo, and Carlos 
‘Botong’ Francisco, among others.
 
After two years, Kiukok left school and moved to China, where he spent five years as an art teacher. Before 
migrating, he had his first solo exhibition at the Contemporary Arts Gallery, after which he began to accumulate 
numerous awards from the Art Association of the Philippines.

 
In 1965, Kiukok traveled to New York accompanied by Manansala, where they were exposed to American 
Abstractionism. The trip served as a pivotal point in Kiukok’s career: the urban sprawl he encountered triggering 
what is referred to as his “dark phase,” where he delved into themes of rage and despondence, conjuring 
images of cockfights and men on fire, rabid dogs and suffering Christs. However, he later went back to more 
positive themes, creating images of doorways, still lifes, and harvests – ultimately moving into the prime of his 
career, during which he saw incredible success.
 
In 1976, he was given the Patmabay ng Kilinangan Award from the City of Manila, and in 1978 received 
the Outstanding Alumnus award from the University of Santo Tomas. In 1980 his painting “Modern Angst” was 
a finalist in the Mobil Art Awards. In 1990, the Cultural Center of the Philippines curated Three Figurative 
Expressionists, a show focusing on Kiukok’s works, alongside artists Onib Olmedo and Solomon Saprid.
 
Soon Kiukok gr internationally acclaimed, exhibiting around Asia, Europe, and the United States, and continues 
to be one of today’s most sought after artists. His works can currently be found in various established collections 
including the National Museum, Ateneo Art Gallery, the Cultural Center of the Philippines, and the National 
Historical Commission in Taipei. In 2001, he was named National Artist for Visual Arts by then President Gloria 
Macapagal Arroyo.
 
Ang Kiukok passed away at age 74 after battling cancer.
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ANG KIUKOK
Still Life with Table

Lot  147

AnG KiuKOK (1931–2005)

Still Life with Table
1970
Oil on canvas
76.2 x 101.6 cm (30 x 40 in)

php 8,500,000 - 8,800,000

A magnificent tableau of National Artist Ang Kiukok’s Figurative Expressionism, this still life focuses on rigidity 
of line through a palette of primary colors. Working under the tutelage of Vicente Manansala, the artist learned 
to reject the confines of the objective world and adapt mutliple viewpoints into his work. Taking the visual 
language of Cubism and adapting it to what is commonly accepted as classical subject matter, the tablescape, 
Kiukok reduced detail to geometry yet kept signifiers that still point to certain realities--the sharp corners of a 
table, the contours of a bowl, the smoothness of a surface and the glistening of fruit. 
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ANG KIUKOK
Harvest

Lot 148

AnG KiuKOK

Harvest

1990
Oil on canvas
59.7 x 80 cm (23 1/2 x 31 1/2 in)

estimate available upon request

A potent and supreme exemplar of National Artist Ang Kiukok’s Figurative Expressionism, this extremely rare 
Harvest depicts a propitious scene of a farmer clutching a golden sheaf of rice, their golden grains painstakingly 
stippled to convey harvest and plenty. Studying under National Artist Vicente Manansala who exposed him 
to Modernist techniques, Ang adapted the tenets of Cubism into his works by reducing three-dimensionality 
into flattened planes of color, focusing on a palette of contrast and intensity. The subject matter of the harvest 
is one that Kiukok rendered infrequently—requested by most of his patrons but given to only a very select few 
who he considered to have truly understood and appreciated his work. The close cropping of this particular 
work imparts a sense of immediacy—the distortion of the rice gatherer’s form, head upturned towards the sky in 
thanksgiving for such a blessing, creating a compelling image that underscores the master’s ability to balance 
stillness and tranquility with verve and dynamism. Notice the interwoven sheafs of palay in the foreground that 
not only emphasize the vision of bounty but also provide a compositional anchor to the painting.

A photo of the artist with the artwork is affixed to the back of the frame
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National Artist Benedicto Cabrera was born in 1942 in Malabon. Soon after, his family moved to Sta. Cruz, 
Manila, and a few years later to Tondo. In 1959, he enrolled in the University of the Philippines School of Fine Art 
under a scholarship. Out of college, BenCab worked in publishing, first at the United States Information Serivce 
or USIS as an illustrator and layout artist, then later at The Sunday Times. Honing his craft after hours, he held 
his first group exhibition in 1965 together with Pandy Aviado and Marciano Galang at the Art Association of the 
Philippines office.
 
In 1964, BenCab first encountered Sabel—the woman who would capture the imagination of his art throughout his 
career—a beggar who roamed Bambang where his family still resided. In BenCab (2002) by Krip Yuson and Cid 
Reyes, the authors note the artist’s fascination with her, “Clad in a torn, flimsy dress that billowed as she sashayed 
up and down Bambang St., Sabel was a god-sent as subject addressing Ben’s fascination as a visual artist. He 
took out his camera and focused on the woman, seeing her pick-up plastic wraps as so much abstract gridwork 
enveloping her figure.” His observation of Sabel also launched what was known as his ‘Scavenger’ Series.

BENCAB
(B. 1942)

BenCab met Caroline Kennedy, a British writer who was visiting Manila in 1968. They forged a quick bond 
and the pair moved to London in 1969, getting married just 15 days after their arrival. In 1971, the artist 
began collecting Filipiniana collectibles at flee markets. The prints, postcards, books and photos would become 
the inspiration for what he called the ‘Larawan Series.’ In 1972, just as Martial Law was declared in Manila, 
BenCab and Caroline move back to Manila for two years before returning to London in 1974.

After 14 years of marriage, BenCab and Caroline decided to divorce in and the artist moved back to the 
Philippines, deciding to settle in Baguio where he has resided ever since.
 
Through his almost 60-year career, his work in printmaking, painting and sculpture has continued to evolve and 
strengthen, and has firmly established him as one of the most important figures in Philippine contemporary art. 
His art has been recognized through several awards including the Gawad CCP Para Sa Sining in 1992 and the 
ASEAN Achievement Award for Visual and Performing Arts in 1995 as well as the highest honor in Philippine 
art, the title of National Artist in 2006. 

The ‘70s saw BenCab taking an interest in printmaking. He took a course at the Chelsea School of Arts in 
London and by their move back to London, BenCab bought his first press and experimented in etchings and 
aquatints. The mid-70s to the mid-80s proved to be a prolific period for the artist, having exhibited in several 
international shows in London, Scotland, Spain and Hawaii.

Drapes became on of BenCab’s most iconic exploration. Here, we see the many ways the 
artist chose to depict weight or lightness through the folds of textile. 
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Lot  149

benCAb (b. 1942)

Homage to Beethoven
1975
Mixed media on paper
76.2 x 53.3 cm (30 x 21 in)

php 1,200,000  - 1,400,000

This mixed media work focuses on two figures depicted in two very different qualities. Created in a similar style to 
his Larawan series which integrated imagery reminiscent of nostalgic photographs, this 1975 work evokes a sense 
of history by juxtaposing a desaturated palette with Modernist techniques. On the top half we see the German 
composer Ludwig von Beethoven looking off past the frame to the right, superimposed over his eyes are thin lines 
reminiscent of a staff used to write musical notation. On the bottom, a woman’s silhouette stands in the nude, molded 
in the style of classical sculpture. Tying both together is the use of textile—the drapery which BenCab had been 
exploring since the early 70s while living in London. Cid Reyes notes of his work with drapery during this period 
“the light that filters through the fabric becomes not only a visual but also a sensorial experience.”

BenCab’s dexterity in the depiction of the behavior of textile has proven to be one of his most iconic themes. His 
skill in both academic and Modernist art—and the amalgamation of styles—has proven to be and continues to be 
National Artist’s greatest stylistic strength. 

BENCAB
Homage to Beethoven



BENCAB
Long-Haired Woman

Lot 150

benCAb (b. 1942)

Long-Haired Woman

1998
Acrylic on canvas
90 x 59 cm (35 1/2 x 23 1/4 in)

php 8,500,000 - 9,500,000

A recurring theme in National Artist BenCab’s oeuvre, the Larawan 
series sets images of the colonial era Filipina against modernist 
backdrops, bringing them forth into the present. Painted during 
the nation’s centenary in 1998, the red, white, blue and yellow 
colors that suffuse this very rare and extremely collectible canvas 
work are a clear reference to the Philippine flag. Here, a woman 
dressed in traditional Filipiniana garb pensively gazes off into 
the distance, her distinct long brown hair flowing down past her 
back. Incorporating an homage to the Color Field artists of mid-
century modernism, a warm gradient of sunset hues enclosed in 
clean precise lines takes up much of the space behind her, beset 
by a more neutral gradient of sepia toned brown that deepens to 
match the dark of her silky tresses. The water jar at her feet lends 
to the impression of a long day’s end, this single detail fostering 
the narrative of a woman hard at work.

Literature:
Krip Yuson and Cid Reyes, BenCab
(Manila: Mantes Publishing Inc., 2002), p. 174
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Lot 151

benCAb (b. 1942)

Sabel
2014
Oil on canvas
81.3 x 60.9 cm (32 x 24 in)

php 8,500,000 - 9,500,000

National Artist Bencab’s most iconic muse, this 2014 iteration stands before a 
striking scarlet backdrop. Bold drapery swirls around her figure, engulfing all but 
her face––her eyes revealing a sense of calm in the midst of flurry. The woman who 
inspired the artist’s Sabel series was a scavenger who BenCab encountered in the 
mid-60s before his move to London. Watching her from his window, Sabel roamed 
the streets swathed in plastic and scraps as she foraged through the garbage. 
Inspired by the abstract forms of her figure, Sabel’s figure became a fixation in 
Bencab’s oeuvre, constantly reincarnating her image for over fifty years.

BENCAB
Sabel
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Jose T. Joya was born in June 3, 1931 to a family to classical musicians and composers. At  an early age, Joya 
found himself inclined towards the visual arts. By the time he was 11, he explored his hometown of Manila,  
to draw scenes, buildings, and people. Joya originally planned to be an architect, but upon finding he did not 
have the propensity towards maths and sciences, he entered the U.P. School of Fine Arts in 1950, studying 
under Fernando Amorsolo. As early as the ‘50s, Joya showed a great stylistic aptitude, eventually being named 
as the first Magna Cum Laude at the end of his studies. 

Joya’s work in the ‘50s gave his career the foundation it needed to flourish. He held his first one-man show in 
1954 at the Philippine Art Gallery and in 1956 and 1957, won 1st and 2nd place respectively in the AAP 
Annuals. In the years that followed in his career, Joya continued to be numerously accolated, both locally and 
internationally.

One year after graduating, Joya was sent on a study grant to Madrid. While abroad, he travelled to New York 
City where he immersed himself in abstract art. Upon returning to Manila, Joya adopted Abstract Expressionism 
into his work, resonating with the movement which placed emphasis in the process of creating art above the 
product. He produced work that was characterized by movement and texture, honing what would later be 
recognized as his signature––a symphony of thick impastoed strokes. Joya was chosen to represent the country 
in the Philippines’ first participation at the Venice Biennale in 1964, accompanied by the works of Napoleon 
Abueva and Fernando Zobel. 

Returning to his U.P. School of Fine Arts roots, Joya became a professor, and eventually the Dean of the 
department for eight years from 1970 to 1978. He also became an artist in residence of the institution, and 
in 1973 received the Most Distinguished Professional Award. It was at U.P. that Joya was able to usher in 
Modernism into the traditionally conservative institution. 

Jose Joya passed away in 1995, after a long and successful career as an artist and a printmaker. He is 
inarguably one of the most important and influential figures of Modernism in the Philippines, which has solidified 
solidifying his position in the oeurvre Philippine art history. 

JOSE JOYA
(1931–1995)

While Jose Joya’s oeuvre spans between romantic portraiture and highly gestural abstractions, 
his pieces always contain a rousing, emotional component.
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Yet unmatched as the quintessence of Abstract Expressionism 
in the Philippines, National Artist Jose Joya remains the most 
important figure in the genre’s history since it’s emergence in 
the fifties. His bold exploration of different painting materials 
and methods is evident in his fusion of textures amidst the 
surge of impassioned gestural strokes that empower his canvas; 
subdued colors accumulating in generous layers of impastoed 
swipes, scratches, and drippings of paint. 

Upon first sight, Joya’s abstractions are instantly enamoring. In 
all their varations they command attention; his energy lingers 
in each commanding stroke, drawing viewers in. To look more 
closely at Joya’s works is to get enveloped in the spirit he leaves 
on the canvas, to become absorbed in its ridges and gravel-
like surfaces, the smooth protrusions and wayward bursts, to 
almost feel the act of its creation unfolding all at once. 

JOSE JOYA
Cascade

Lot 152

JOSe JOyA (1931–1995)

Cascade

1965
Oil on wood
71.2 x 71.2 cm (28 x 28 in)

php 8,000,000 - 8,500,000

Literature: 
Francisco Arcellana, Joya, Manila:
Dick Baldovino Enterprises, 1996.
 
Selected Exhibitions:
Jose Joya: Selections from 20 Years, a 
Retrospective Exhibit, Hiyas ng Bulacan, 
Malolos, Bulacan, December 8–30, 1973

Jose Joya: A 30-Year Retrospective, Museum of 
Philippine Art, 1981 
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Hernando Ruiz Ocampo, now more commonly known as H.R. Ocampo, did not take the usual road his 
contemporaries followed among his pre-war Thirteen Moderns circle of artists. Born in April 28, 1911 to 
Emilio Ocampo and Delfina Ruiz in Caloocan; he did not have a formal fine arts education and instead 
took a degree in commerce at the Far Eastern University, and originally pursuing a career in writing. He 
organized a young writers group called the Veronicans, and wrote English fiction. When he did pick up 
the brush however, he found himself in the company and praise of the likes of Carlos V. Francisco, Cesar 
Legaspi, and Vincente Manansala (who is often credited with first discovering and acknowledging the 
writer’s talent in the visual arts.)
 
His first exhibition had been a group show with the Philippine Painters League held in Malacanang in 1938. 
His second exhibit, which followed in 1940, was held in the University of Santo Tomas.  He also joined 
different art competitions, bagging fourth prize in the first AAP Annual in 1948, and first prize for Arabesque 
the following year.

Eventually Ocampo joined a group of Neo-Realists in the 1950’s, which encouraged a new perspective in 
envisioning and reconstructing reality. Such philosophy allowed Ocampo to create the style he is most known, 
deconstructed images comprised of lucid shapes and colors, to the Philippine audience. As noted by art historian 
Rod Paras-Perez, Ocampo’s creations were testaments to his learning spirit and the fruits of his discoveries. He 
experimented while creating, making subtle shifts in color and composition within his works over the years.
 
Although many of his works were exhibited internationally, notably in events such as the 1952 Philippine 
Cultural Exhibition in Washington, D.C. and New York; Ocampo spent the entirety of his life in the Philippines, 
never leaving the country once. He was even offered a grant and art scholarship in Paris, but had declined for 
personal reasons.
 
Within those years, and for many years that followed, Ocampo maintained and developed his career as both a 
writer and a visual artist. Alongside honing his talents and prestige as a visual artist, Ocampo also wrote and 
published short stories, edited for This Week magazine, and was Senior VP of Philprom advertising agency. 
He eventually resigned from this position in 1968, and retired from writing and advertising work altogether to 
focus on his career in the visual arts.

H.R. OCAMPO
(1911–1978)

The year that followed brought Ocampo was able to fully immerse himself as an artist, which brought upon him 
successful exhibitions and numerous accolades, including the Diwa ng Lahi in 1976 for his works in efforts in 
developing Philippine culture and the arts.
 
His last exhibition was a retrospective held at the Museum of Philippine Art in 1978, he passed away the same 
year. In 1991, he was posthumously declared National Artist.

H.R. Ocampo’s biomorphic shapes, for which he is best known, mimic movement when painted in 
gradients of complementary colors. 
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Ocampo was inspired by African masks in the late 
50s and early 60s. In some tribes such as Bamana 
Mali (topmost), antelope masks marked with horns 
celebrate good harvest.

Lot  153

h.R. OCAMpO (1911–1978)

Mask
1961
Oil on canvas
70.5 x 54.6 cm (27 3/4 x 21 1/2 in)

php 3,800,000   4,000,000

In this rare 1960s work, National Artist H.R. Ocampo 
engages his often used stippling technique to create the 
image of a tribal mask in his signature biomorphic style, his 
deft hand creating quick short strokes that neatly texture the 
canvas of familiar reds and greens. Ocampo’s abstracted 
forms were ceaselessly calculated and yet unconstrained, 
completely fluid and open to interpretation. The forms he 
thoughtfully laid out were constantly drawn from varying 
sources of inspiration, his ‘Mask’ series in particular 
kindled by books he encountered on African masks—their 
faces, hybrids of humans as well as horned animals such 
as antelope and buffalo. The masks were traditionally 
considered to impart the character of the animals on to 
their wearers—the antelope bringing good harvest and 
bounty, the buffalo strength and good relations. 

Ocampo began depicting masks as part of a series in the 1950s, 
pictured here is a work entitled ‘Masks’ from 1956 that was sold 
at Christie’s Hong Kong in 2014. 
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An artist, journalist and poet,
National Artist Hernando R. Ocampo (1911-1978)
paved the way for the development of abstract art in 
the Philippines through his constant experimentation in 

augmenting space through complex relationships between 
colors and shapes. Created in the final year of his life, 

Mga Kiti was H.R. Ocampo’s grand opus - the culmination 
of a forty-year career that forever changed the landscape 

of Philippine art history. 

Lot 154

h.R. OCAMpO (1911–1978)

Mga Kiti

1978
Acrylic on tetoron
90 x 900 cm (35 1/2 x 354 1/3 in)

estimate upon request

Literature:
Rod. Paras-Perez, Hernando R. Ocampo: National Artist 
1991 (Manila: Cultural Center of the Philippines, 1991)

Exhibition:  
GSIS Museum, March–September 1996

H.R. OCAMPO’S
FINAL MASTERPIECE



In 1938, Ocampo was part of an anti-conservative vanguard known as the Thirteen 
Moderns under the leadership of Victorio Edades that included, among others, Carlos 
‘Botong’ Francisco, Anita Magsaysay-Ho and Cesar Legaspi. Although each had varied 
styles, subject matters, and techniques, the Thirteen Moderns allowed for a dialogue to exist 
between the then emerging iconoclasts in the exploration of modernist ideas. 

After World War II, Ocampo spearheaded the Neo-Realist movement which consisted of a 
group of artists that again included Legaspi together with Ramon Estella, Romeo Tabuena and 
Victor Oyteza. Rebelling against the idealized utopic genre scenes which were accepted 
by the establishment and which became known collectively as academic paintings, the 
Neo-Realists sought to redefine the art of the time through non-objective compositions and 
abstractions. Ocampo described Neo-Realism as, “creating a new kind of reality…each was 
veering away from the realistic, strictly figurative type of painting.” The term was coined 
by E. Aguilar Cruz and inspired by Italian 19th century literary critic Francesco de Sanctis 
who was quoted in the first Neo-Realist exhibition documentary of 1950 saying, “To create 
reality, an artist must first have the force to kill it. But instantly, the fragments draw together 
again, in love with one another, seeking one another, coming together with desire, with the 
obscure presentiment of the new life to which they are destined.”

Unlike his contemporaries, Ocampo was self-taught. Unexposed to formal conventions of 
art and having never travelled abroad, his artistic style unfolded organically and gradually 
saw a progression from his earlier figurative works towards pure abstraction.  Through non-
objectivity, Ocampo aimed for coherence, focusing on the relationships of shapes, line 
and color rather than physical representations of objects. His artistic leanings echoed the 
beliefs of the De Stijl movement in the Netherlands at the turn of the 20th century which 
called for a focus on the ‘plastic’ aspects of painting such as structure and pure geometry 
and the relationships that occur within these confines. National Artist Cesar Legaspi said 
of Ocampo’s abstractions, “I think the impact of those paintings was needed then as the 
controversy between the moderns and the conservatives was going full blast and we had to 
have some kind of exemplar as to how far and how powerful a new kind of art could be.”

Ocampo explored forms similar to those in ‘Mga Kiti’ decades prior. On the left, ‘Playmates,’ 1958 and 
the right, ‘Totem Forms,’ 1963. 

In the 1950s, Ocampo ventured into figurative work with a series of paintings revolving 
around masks and shields, a precursor to his later chromatic abstractions. In the catalogue 
of the artist’s retrospective at the Cultural Center of the Philippines (CCP) in 1991, the critic 
Rod. Paras-Perez wrote of the artist’s style: ‘He studied the effects of simultaneous color 
contrasts while he kept pace with the thematic concerns of his group. He also looked at his 
shapes—constantly weighing the effects achieved by using close[d] and open shapes. His 
mask and shield series was the perfect vehicle for this pursuit.” Toward the 70s, Ocampo 
delved deeper into abstraction, producing some of the most iconic work of his career. While 
plotting his compositions, he often numbered the biomorphic shapes he drew—the numbers 
each corresponding to a color. This type of calculation allowed Ocampo to be completely 
in control of the medium and outcome.  

Created in 1978, Mga Kiti is one of only two monumental-sized Ocampo artworks, and 
the only one in private hands, the other being the Genesis tapestry curtain which is part of 
the collection of the Cultural Center of the Philippines. The term kiti is a reference to either 
mosquito larvae or duck embryos—both creatures embodying not only periods of naissance, 
but also dynamism, potential, and growth. Spanning three feet high and an astounding 
thirty feet wide, graduated and undulating biomorphic shapes in shades of yellow, orange 
and crimson are arranged into totem-shaped organisms that appear to pulsate, their forms 
repeating throughout the entire length of the tetoron cloth – the fabric type enabling the 
master to paint in one continuous spread. Much like his pure abstractions, Ocampo was 
purposeful in the placement of color, the prisms playing off of each other and through 
a trompe l’oeil or trick of the eye, imbuing the organisms with a palpable semblance of 
movement. The effect of this vivid pageant of forms and color evokes a sense of horror vacuii 
that is at once solemnly majestic as it also conveys an overwhelming sense of carnivalesque 
celebration.  Most interesting about Ocampo’s choice of subject is his return to figuration, 
the intermingling of primitive forms coming full circle back to his work in the 50s and early 
60s which is telling of the artist’s mindset at the time of its creation.

The painting was only displayed once, at an exhibition at the GSIS in the 1990s and it 
remains in excellent condition owing to the utmost care given to it by its owner, the vibrancy 
of its imagery impeccably preserved as if it had just left the master’s studio. 

An extremely rare and important painting to come to market, Mga Kiti is a tour de force, a 
lasting emblem of the unparalleled genius of H.R. Ocampo. 

The cover and inside pages of ‘Hernando R. Ocampo: National Artist 1991 published by the Cultural 
Center of the Philippines. The last page of the catalogue (center) pictures ‘Mga Kiti.’





Lot 156

ARTuRO Luz (b.1926)

Grid

2013
Ipil wood
87 x 49 x 49 cm
(34 1/2 x 19 1/3 x 19 1/2 in)

php 400,000   430,000

Faceted and striking, Ramon Orlina’s distinct style 
and use of blue-green glass is recognizable as 
the artist’s signature. A play on transparency and 
translucency that evolves at every angle, Orlina 
has the unique ability to both completely transform 
the glass medium into his chosen shape while at 
the same time working with the organic nature of 
the material itself. 

Lot 155

RAMOn ORLinA (b. 1944)

Fellowship

2016
Carved green glass
16 x 20 x 9 cm (6 1/3 x 7 3/4 x 4 in)

php 100,000 - 120,000

In Arturo Luz’s sizeable Anito, interlocking curved 
blocks stack into an impressive totem. Referencing 
the Fil ipino term for household deities or spiri ts, the 
sculpture harks back to the artist’s penchant for the 
reduction of form into geometric outl ines and curves. 
A big proponent of modernism in Phil ippine art, Luz 
was awarded the ti t le of National Artist for Visual 
Arts in 1997. 

National Artist Arturo Luz sculpts a labyrinth of geometry with Grid. The 
sculpture contains a strong tactility from the smooth surface coupled with the 
multitude of corners. While the artist has worked in many styles and explored 
many themes,  a constant in his ouevre has always been an obession with 
the faculties of line. 

Lot 157

ARTuRO Luz (b. 1926)

Anito

Undated
Wood
137 x 46 x 46 cm (54 x 18 x 18 in)

php 650,000 - 750,000

Accompanied by a Cer tificate of Authenticity 

issued by the ar tist 
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While known for her large scale flowers, artist Isabel Diaz further shows her 
talent in still life painting with her elegant depiction of blue and white Chinese 
porcelain. Despite the weight of the oil paint, Diaz manipulates the medium to 
work in translucent washes. The artist’s greatest feat is in her play on prints—the 
arrangement of the vases complementary patterns proving to work as an intricately 
balanced composition. 

Lot 158

iSAbeL diAz

Blue and White

2013
Oil on canvas
68.5 x 93.9 cm (27 x 37 in)

php 160,000 - 180,000

In this buoyant piece by Juvenal Sansó, 
a mass of greenery is accented with 
red flowers that rise heavenward, a 
signal of spring or a symbol of
growing awareness.

Lot 159

JuVenAL SAnSó (b. 1929)

Signs Awakening
1992
Tempera on paper
57 x 73 cm (22 1/2 x 28 3/4 in)

php 240,000  - 280,000

Lot 160

nenA SAGuiL (1924–1994)

La crepusle de dieux
1985
Oil on canvas
115.6 x 165.1 cm (45 1/2 x 65 in)

php 750,000 - 800,000

Accompanied by a Cer tificate of Authenticity
issued by Benjamin Saguil Jr. 

Translating to Twilight of the Gods, Nena Saguil references the 
elusive period of rose-t inted skies that occurs in the in-between—
before sunrise and after sunset. The ti t le is borne from a Nordic 
myth that predicts a war between the gods result ing in a rebir th 
of the world. 

In Art After War, Eric Torres is quoted as describing Saguil’s 
work as, “Post- Impressionist (f lattened perspectives), Fauvist 
(distor tion of color and form for subjective /expressive motives 
[sic], colors at their maximum intensit ies), Cubist (for structural 
order, emphasis on geometric form) and Surrealist (use of images 
drawn from dream states and the subconscious).” Through 
exaggerated pointi l l ist dots and a subdued palette and large 
scale canvas, the composition conveys a spiri tuali ty and serenity 
through Saguil’s unmistakable lens.

Exhibition:

Galeria de las Islas, Intramuros, Manila, 
November 2016 
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Lot 161

Annie CAbiGTinG (b. 1971)

Sculpture in Storage (After Lawler)

2008
Oil on canvas
121.9 x 914 cm (48 x 36 in)

php 1,800,000 -  2,000,000

Winner of the 2005 Ateneo Art Awards, Annie 
Cabigting positions the viewer in a reflexive state by 
portraying figures with backs turned—often in voyeuristic 
situations themselves. She skews the typical subject and 
audience relationship by making the act of looking itself 
the focus. In Sculpture in Storage (After Lawler), we see a 
classical marble sculpture painted from behind, marks of 
the artist’s hand visible in the oft unseen view—bumps, a 
handprint, and holes—imperfections usually concealed 
to the spectator’s eye. The painting is a depiction of 
American photographer Louise Lawler’s ‘Hand on Her 
Back.’

Cabigting graduated from the University of the Philippines 
with a major in Painting in 1994. She has been exhibited 
in international exhibitions in Italy, Malaysia, the Czech 
Republic, Singapore, and Germany. 

The exhibition poster of Louise Lawler’s Exhibition at the 
Monika Sprüth Galerie featuring the photo ‘Hand on her 
Back’, which Cabigting depicted in this painting.
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MAURO MALANG SANTOS
Untit led (The Jubilee Quadriptych)

Lot 162

MAuRO MALAnG SAnTOS (1928–2017)

Untitled (The Jubilee Quadriptych)

1994
Oil on canvas
57 x 194 cm (22 1/2 x 76 1/2 in) 

php 2,800,000 - 3,500,000

Mauro Malang Santos began his artistic career as an illustrator for the Manila Chronicle, creating the character 
Kosme the Cop. He adapted his graphic background into his paintings, often working in a Neo-Cubist style with 
bold colors and flattened shapes. In this rare quadriptych of flowers, Malang shows a looser hand by manipulating 
the oil medium to create translucency and a certain weightlessness. Flowers are completely reduced to hazy bursts of 
color, painted in an Expressionist manner, with portions of unpainted exposed canvas giving the composition a raw 
quality. Variations of flowers, trees and foliage remained themes that Malang kept returning to throughout his career. 
Through these four paintings, both distinct and complementary to each other, the artist demonstrates his ability to move 
between the objective and non-objective with an expert fluidity. 
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Lot 163

MARK JuSTiniAni (b. 1966)

Manunuyo (Rizal)

Undated
Oil on canvas
75 x 63 cm (29 1/2 x 25 in)

php 300,000 -  350,000 

In Mark Justiniani’s humorous canvas, Jose Rizal is an unlikely suitor, marching to 
the beat of his own drum—eyes closed while sniffing a bouquet of red roses as he 
walks (barefoot) towards the object of his affection. Justiniani borrows Surrealist 
devices to produce the comical sight of the Romeo lost in his own world of sunshine 
oblivious to the dim, rainy reality. A character he has often depicted in his art, 
Rizal here, represents a man’s naiveté in viewing a burgeoning romance through 
rose-tinted glasses. A leading Filipino Contemporary artist, Justiniani has produced 
a diverse body of work, recurring themes including social realism, spatial distortion 
and Filipino identity.

Lot 164

benCAb (b. 1942)

Sabel

2007
Acrylic on canvas
60 x 45 cm
(23 1/2 x 17 3/4 in)

php 3,800,000 -  4,000,000

With a gaze confronting the viewer with confidence, National 
Artist BenCab’s Sabel relays a self-assured stance. Unlike other 
versions of the artist’s Sabel that are swirled in textile drapery, 
this woman’s clothing retains its clean lines, kimono-like folds 
framing her body. While the composition is kept very tight, the 
translucency of the master’s acrylic strokes allows the viewer 
to see his hand, portraying an impulsiveness and fervency for 
which this leitmotif is most known for. 
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Lot 165

ROdeL TApAyA (b. 1980)

The Magic Frog

2014
Acrylic on canvas
233.6 x 355.2 cm (92 x 139 3/4 in)

php 3,800,000 - 4,500,000

In Rodel Tapaya’s fantastical world of The Magic Frog, an 
ecosphere of folklore and fantasy are brought to life through 
a monumental, mural-sized canvas. In Rodel Tapaya, the 
catalogue from his Berlin one-man show in 2015 reads, 
‘Touching on history, politics, psychology, economics, culture, 
ecology, and national identity, Tapaya’s paintings not only 
question narratives that try to make everything the same, but 
also focus on the ways in which they have exerted a grip on 
how ‘we’ (whoever ‘we’ are, and wherever ‘we’ are situated) 
view the world. The artist does this—consciously, and intuitively-
by creating spaces for new myths and stories-and recycling old 
ones—in order to present different choices from those we are 
conditioned to make.” 

In The Magic Frog, Tapaya relays the B’laan folktale of Buton, 
a magic frog and a boy he befriends, Saladungoy. As the 
tale goes, Buton proves his powers to Saladungoy through 
the performance of some tasks—filling his basket with an 
abundance of betel nuts and replacing all the weeds in his field 
with crops. Even after Buton is killed by a jealous neighbor, his 
magic powers persist. Using the frog’s bones as fish hooks, 
Saladungoy collects an abundance of fish. 

At 7 ½ feet high and 11 ½ feet long, Tapaya takes full 
advantage of scale by interweaving literal and representational 
parts of the Bl’aan tale. Through a  hyperreal technique, Tapaya 
augments the canvas into several vignettes that represent 
parts of the story. The overall effect is entirely captivating—
an extraordinary example of the power and magic that Rodel 
Tapaya’s art yields. 
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Lot 166

FedeRiCO AGuiLAR ALCuAz
(1932–2011)
Abstract
1983
Oil on canvas
45 x 58.5 cm (17 3/4 x 23 in)

php 500,000  - 550,000

Lot 167

OSCAR zALAMedA (1930–2010)

Fish Harvest Time

Undated
Oil on canvas
82.8 x 87. 9 cm (32 5/8 x 34 5/8 in)

php 800,000  - 850,000

Upon his return home from Europe in the 1960’s, Oscar Zalameda amassed a loyal fol lowing of supporters, 
establishing himself in society’s upper crust as the pride of his hometown Lucban, Quezon. Traces of Lucban, 
home to the spiri ted Pahiyas festival, reveal themselves in Zalameda’s paintings. A celebration in honor of San 
Isidro Labrador, patron saint of farmers, the festival sees the townspeople proudly display their good harvest 
in thanksgiving, adorning their homes’ façades with multicolored leaf-shaped wafers known as kiping. I t is this 
vibrancy typical of Zalameda that enlivens his harvest paintings, consistently evident in their ri tualist ic celebration.

Lot 168

AnG KiuKOK

The Saint

1969
Oil on canvas
52 x 26.7 cm
(20 1/2 x 10 1/2 in)

php 950,000  - 1,000,000

Wrapped in a fluid blanket that 
seems to melt onto the figure’s 
body, National Artist Ang Kiukok 
paints a powerful portrait of an 
unknown saint. The personage is 
painted bearded and in profile, 
his golden halo extending past his 
head as if in the style of a Russian 
icon. Usually working within a 
network of angles, this particular 
painting finds its distinctiveness in 
the presence of many curves and 
valleys found within its canvas. 

In the absence of eye-level perspective, 
National Artist Federico Aguilar Alcuaz 
uses visual devices to mimic a sense of 
dimensionality. Black plays an integral 
role in his compositions, often occuring 
sporadically to create depth and shadow. 

Provenance:

The Luz Gallery, Manila
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Most notable for his geometric minimalism, 
National Artist Arturo Luz cuts his subjects down 
to their basic elements—his characteristically 
fine lines and precise curves forming distinct 
works entirely representative of his oeuvre. A 
common theme in his circus performer series, Luz 
depicts jugglers on his hard-edged canvases of 
straightforward color palettes, the pin straight 
white lines of the subject’s body running off to 
form calculated curves, a suggestion of motion in 
the otherwise still picture.

Lot 171

ARTuRO Luz (b. 1926)

Imaginary Landscape

2014
Acrylic on paper
33 x 81.3 cm (13 x 32 in)

php 180,000  - 200,000

National Artist Arturo Luz’s line is his most iconic characteristic. In 
Imaginary Landscape, he paints peaks and valleys in minimalist outlines 
against an ochre backdrop.

Lot 170

ARTuRO Luz (b. 1926)

Variation on the Juggler Theme

2013
Acrylic on canvas
61 x 81.3 cm (24 x 32 in)

php 300,000  - 330,000

A Certificate of Authenticity issued by
the artist is affixed to the back of the frame

A Certificate of Authenticity issued
by the artist is affixed to the back of the frame

Lot 169

benCAb (b. 1942)

Untitled
Undated
Brass
44 x 40 x 15 cm (17 1/3 x 15 3/4 x 6 in)

php 260,000 - 280,000

Cast in brass, National Artist BenCab brings Sabel 
to life with this depiction of a swathed lady in three 
dimensional form. While working with a rigid medium, 
the artist manipulates gravity in the gracefulness of her 
stance and the delicate molding of the kimono-like 
garment draping loosely from her body. 

Lot 172

ROMeO V. TAbuenA (1921–2015)

Untitled (Buildings)

1957
Oil on canvas
70 x 55 cm (27 1/2 x 21 3/4 in)

php 380,000 - 400,000

An early work on canvas by Romeo V. Tabuena right 
after his move to Mexico in 1955, the cityscape 
shows his predeliction towards Cubism with stacked 
buildings in profile seen in the horizon.
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Lot  173

JuVenAL SAnSó (b. 1929)

Lueurs (Twilight)
1961
Etching and aquatint, edition of 250
21 x 49.5 cm (8 1/4 x 19 1/2 in)

php 24,000 - 26,000

Arguably the artist’s most important fine print, this work was adjudged 
‘Print of the Year’ by the Cleveland Museum of Art, in 1964, giving 
Sansó the distinction of previous winners like Henri Matisse and 
Salvador Dali. In the same year he held a major all-media one-man 
show at the same museum. 

Literature:

‘Sansó,’ exhibition catalogue with a complete 

list of the artist’s prints, The Cleveland 

Museum of Art, 11 February-29 March 

Alfredo R. Roces, Sansó (Manila: Luis Ma. 

Araneta, Filcapital Development Corporation, 

General Bank and Trust Company, 1976) 

Other: Zobel and Sansó,’ exhibition 

catalogue, Ateneo Art Gallery and

Fundacion Sansó, 10 February-23 July 2016

This important painting by Romulo Galicano shows the Manila street 
that gave its name to the Dimasalang Art Group of which he is a 
member. The group that was co-founded by Sofronio Y. Mendoza 
(SYM) and E. Aguilar Cruz was named after a pseudonym which Jose 
Rizal used in his writ ing. In this 70s work, the artist paints a scene 
with cars, t ightly buil t housing, and a basketball court. While the 
subject matter is urban, Galicano’s soft impasto and use of pinks and 
azures breathes a romantic sensibil i ty to the work. 

Lot 174

ROMuLO GALiCAnO (b. 1945)

Dimasalang

1972
Oil on canvas
44.5 x 55.2 cm
(17 1/2 x 21 3/4 in)

php 180,000   190,000

Lot 175

Lee AGuinALdO
(1933–2007)
Untitled (Church)
1953
Mixed media
28.6 x 38.7 cm
(11 1/4 x 15 1/4 in)

php 250,000   300,000

An early work predating his Jackson Pollock inspired Flick phase, viewers are 
given a glimpse at an unseen side of Lee Aguinaldo. Devoid of the neat meticulous 
lines and color blocking he would later become most known for, this architectural 
piece sports a steady freehand and loose brushwork rare in Aguinaldo’s oeuvre.

Lot 176

JuAn AReLLAnO
(1888–1960)
House in San Jose

c. 1960s 
Oil on wood 
39.5 x 47.5 cm 
(15 1/2 x 18 3/4 in)

php 240,000 - 250,000

Juan Arellano paints a delightful scene of a lush garden. Short, staccatto strokes form the leaves, flowers and grass 
that dance as if in motion. Arellano is best known as an architect of some of Manila’s iconic structures such as the 
Metropolitan Theatre, the National Museum, the Jones Bridge and the Central Post Office, but he is also recognized 
by art historians as one of the country’s earliest modernist painters. He studied under the tutelage of Fabian dela Rosa 
while studying at the Ateneo Municipal de Manila. 
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Lot 177

ROMeO V. TAbuenA (1921–2015)

Untitled (House)

1955
Oil on board
28 x 20.3 cm (17 3/4 x 22 1/2 in)

php 400,000 -  450,000

An allusion to his background in Architecture, Romeo 
Tabuena constructs a simple four walled house, made 
complex only by the diverse multitude of earthy lines and 
strokes that compose it.

Lot 178

FAbiAn de LA ROSA (1869–1937)

Doing Laundry

1920
Oil on canvas
33 x 55 cm (13 x 21 1/2 in)

php 1,300,000  - 1,500,000

The master of the genre scene in Phil ippine painting, Fabian 
dela Rosa is best known for his idealized bucolic views of rural 
l i fe. Having studied in Paris and Madrid, Dela Rosa was adept 
in the art of fine academic painting and taught such techniques 
while serving as the director of the University of the Philippines’ 
School of Fine Art for ten years star ting in 1927. A notable 
painter who worked under his tutelage was National Artist 
Fernando Amorsolo, who was also his nephew.

Provenance:

Sotheby’s, South East Asian Paintings,
4 April 2004, Lot 119
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Lot 179

OSCAR zALAMedA (1930–2010)

Power Plant

Undated
Oil on canvas
114.3 x 88.9 cm (41 x 35 in)

php 1,100,000 - 1,200,000

Pink smoke stacks emerge from a striking power plant  in Oscar 
Zalameda’s industrial scene. Having lived in the Poblacion, Makati 
area after returning to Manila after honing his skil ls abroad in 
France, America and Mexico, the scene refers to the Rockwell 
Thermal Plant which was in operation from the 1950s–70s which 
was in close proximity to his neighborhood. With the thermal 
plant since demolished and the complex converted into an upscale 
modern commercial district now known as the Rockwell Center 
with a shopping mall called the Power Plant Mall as its anchor 
establishment, the painting is an emblem of Makati’s old skyline. 

While working with a small surface, Romeo Tabuena 
manages to effectively communicate emotion through 
a claustrophobic scene that surrounds a lone cubist 
man, arms wrapped around himself and head 
downturned in melancholy amidst the chaos. 

Lot 181

ROMeO V. TAbuenA (1921–2015)

Untitled (Man)

1952
Pastel on paper
28 x 20.3 cm (11 x 8 in)

php 40,000  - 43,000

Lot 180

JuVenAL SAnSó (b. 1929)

Stretched Upon Flowers

1992
Acrylic on paper
45.4 x 30.2 cm
(17 7/8 x 11 7/8 in)

php 140,000  - 160,000

Generous flowerings are dispersed amongst the wavering foliage that dominates 
Sansó’s work. In the distance: a full moon against a deepening sky, its growing 
darkness stretching overhead.
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Lot 183

nenA SAGuiL (1924–1994)

Untitled
1976
Pen and ink
48.3 x 63.5 cm (19 x 25 in)

php 60,000 - 70,000

Lot 182

nenA SAGuiL (1924–1994)

Mindscape: The State of Balance
1972
Watercolor
36.8 x 53.3 cm (14 1/2 x 21 in)

php 50,000 - 60,000

Comprised of a multi tude of orbs, Nena Saguil’s interlocking and 
interspersed circles resemble magnified microscopic forms. An early 
adapter to Modernism, Saguil’s shif t into abstraction flourished after 
moving to Paris in the 50s, where she stayed the rest of her l i fe. 

Giving insight into the artist’s mentali ty, the word ‘Mindscape’ 
alludes to Saguil’s highly imaginative scenes of non-objective forms 
as seen in this watercolor. Tension in her work is seen through a 
juxtaposition of the limit lessness of the orbs floating freely within 
space yet simultaneously constrained by the walls between them.

Accompanied by a Certificate of
Authenticity issued by Benjamin Saguil, Jr.

Accompanied by a Certificate of
Authenticity issued by Benjamin Saguil, Jr.

Lot 184

FedeRiCO AGuiLAR ALCuAz
(1932–2011)
Untitled (Abstract)

Undated
Oil on canvas
25.4 x 34.3 cm (10 x 13 1/2 in)

php 140,000 - 160,000

Accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity
issued by Christian Aguilar

Lot 185

Onib OLMedO (1937–1996)

Untitled

1993
Pastel on paper
53.3 x 67.9 cm (21 x 26 3/4 in)

php 80,000  - 85,000

Interspersed nude bodies and limbs combine for an enigmatic scene. The 
translucency of the bodies suggest movement, allowing the work to emanate 
a natural dynamism.

A Cubist-inspired composition, National Artist Federico Aguilar Alcuaz 
rejects regular perspective by working with a multitude of viewpoints. 
Of Alcuaz’s work, author Alice Coseteng said, “Feathers, flowers, and 
leaves, in bold short and thick strokes converge at some central point 
and then disperse.” 

Gisella Olmedo-Araneta has graciously
confirmed the authenticity of this artwork 
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Depicting a row of farm houses, Vicente Manansala 
captures the peaceful simplicity of farm life with gentle 
strokes, the effor t less coalesence of his colors rendering the 
rustic scene with an atmosphere of reminiscence.

Graceful in i ts composition and the handling of the 
watercolor medium, this serene panorama by Vicente 
Manansala contrasts a dark mountain range in the distance 
with a lush greenery in the foreground. 

Lot 187

ViCenTe MAnAnSALA (1910–1981)

Untitled (Landscape)

Undated
Watercolor
29.2 x 39.4 cm
(11 1/2 x 15 1/2 in)

php 95,000   110,000

Lot 186

ViCenTe MAnAnSALA (1910–1981)

Untitled (Farm House)

1964
Watercolor
37.5 x 45 cm (14 3/4 x 17 3/4 in)

php 120,000  - 140,000

Lot 189

OSCAR zALAMedA (1930–2010)

Untitled (Shipyard)
Undated
Watercolor
40.5 x 58 cm (15 3/4 x 22 3/4 in)

php 120,000  - 140,000

Likely an early work from the 50s, Oscar Zalameda demonstrates his 
artistic virtuosity in a seldom encountered watercolor piece evident in 
its deviation from his standard Cubist paintings. He is undeniably adept 
with an impressive command of the medium, perfectly executing the 
hazy distances, fine details, and subtle textures dispersed throughout 
the scene.

Lot 188

ViCenTe MAnAnSALA
(1910–1981)
Landscape
1977
Watercolor
24.8 x 36.8 cm
(9 3/4 x 14 1/2 in)

php 120,000 - 140,000

A vast landscape stretches out into the distance in this somewhat 
unconventional piece by Vicente Manansala. The shadow that befalls the 
mountainous horizon - signalling impending rainfall—is the anithesis to the 
golden landscapes of Amorsolo, whose conservative style Manansala and 
his fellow modernists sought to rebel against.
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Lot 190

MAnueL bALdeMOR (b. 1947)

Binangonan, Rizal
1974
Pen and ink
45.7x 58.4cm (18 x 23 in)

php 80,000  - 90,000

Lot 191

MAnueL bALdeMOR
(b. 1947)
Kawayan
1971
Ink on paper
32.4 x 57.2 cm
(12 3/4 x 22 1/2 in)

php 90,000 - 100,000

In these drawings from the 1970s by Manuel Baldemor, we begin 
seeing the artist’s early fascination with houses—structures that, in 
brightly colored color ranges, would later be recognizable as his 
artistic thumbprint. Using the pen and ink medium, Baldemor focuses 
on very fine lines to build shadow and form. While he does not paint 
the houses’ inhabitants, his drawings pose like memories captured 
through the artist’s lens.

Lot 193

diOSdAdO LORenzO 
(1906–1983)
Untitled (Farm Scene)

1978
Oil on canvas
61 x 89 cm (24 x 35 in)

php 360,000 - 380,000

Highly Impressionist with textured strokes and strong coloration, Diosdado Lorenzo’s 
farm scene is occupied with movement. In the work we see a vision of rural life with 
palm trees swaying in the wind, a farmer riding his carabao to tend to the fields 
and a woman carrying her laundry, walking back home to a row of nipa huts. 

Lot  192

nApOLeOn AbueVA (b. 1930)

Untitled (Study of Foot)
1965
Wood
33 x 17 x 8 3/4 cm (13 x 6 3/4 x 3 1/2 in)

php 180,000 -  220,000

National Artist Napoleon Abueva carves an imprint of 
the sole of a foot emerging from a solid block of wood. 
Instead of completely transforming the medium, Abueva 
works with the natural rigidity of the wood, producing an 
organic figure that is alive with the artist’s hand. 
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Against a vivid teal, a handful of Malang’s flowers bloom 
with the artist’s signature burst of Expressionist strokes.  

Accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity
issued by Soler Santos

Lot  194

MAuRO MALAnG SAnTOS (1928–2017)

Untitled
1992
Tempera on paper
29.2 x 22.8 cm (11 1/2 x 9 in)

php 140,000 - 150,000

Lot 195

FedeRiCO AGuiLAR ALCuAz
(1932–2011)
Untitled (Palette)

1978
Oil on canvas
40 x 45 cm (15 2/3 x 17 2/3 in)

php 160,000 - 180,000

Accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity
issued by Christian Aguilar

Lot 197

Lee AGuinALdO
(1933–2007)
Untitled
1951
Oil on wood
19.1 x 27.3 cm
(7 1/2 x 10 3/4 in)

php 140,000 - 150,000

Reminiscent of an action painting, National Artist J. Elizalde Navarro breathes 
energy into this work on paper through bursts of pure color that blaze as if 
erupting spontaneously.

Lot 196

J. eLizALde nAVARRO 
(1924–1999)
Untitled (Abstract)

1960
Oil on paper
43.5 x 59 cm (17 x 23 1/4 in)

php 240,000 - 260,000

In the 50s, Aguinaldo was interested in the work of American Abstract Expressionist 
Jackson Pollock and produced a number of paintings in homage to the artist’s 
work. This canvas from 1951 shows Aguinaldo painting in thick impasto with 
shades and combinations of yellows, greens, and reds. Owing to the use of a 
palette knife, the surface retains a very glossy, textured quality. 

A painting within a painting, National Artist Federico Aguilar Alcuaz creates a self-referential work that depicts an 
artwork of palette and paint brush, the canvas broken into two shards. Often working with multiple perspectives, this 
shows the artist’s interest in the rejection of regular dimension and depth. 
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Lot  201

h.R. OCAMpO (1911–1978)

Untitled
1978
Pen and ink
53 x 36.8 cm (20 x 14 1/2 in)

php 75,000   85,000

While often seen coexisting within a full 
composition, National Artist H.R. Ocampo 
here depicts a solitary biomorphic figure that 
seemingly grows taller from a thick base, as if 
branches continuing to extend. 

Lot 198

LAO LiAnben (b. 1948)

Untitled

1980
Watercolor
55.5 x 63.5 cm
(21 3/4 x 25 in)

php 90,000 -  100,000

An artist who is best known for his poetic artworks 
marked by calligraphic lines, Lao Lianben plays 
with positive and negative spaces, making 
the viewer aware of a certain interiority and 
exteriority. The central circle is meditative; the 
layering of strokes to achieve an almost opaque 
black exposing the rhythmic process the artist 
underwent to achieve such a form. 

Lot 199

GuS ALbOR (b. 1948)

Untitled

1988
Mixed media on paper
78.7 x 47.6 cm
(31 x 18 3/4 in)

php 45,000  - 48,000

In this dominantly blue canvas, a skewed rectangle 
floats in space. Gus Albor is best known for his 
meditative abstractions that contain subtle texture 
that prove equally complex when seen up close 
and from afar.

Lot 200

RObeRTO ChAbeT (1937–2013)

Untitled

1975
Graphite and
watercolor on paper 
30 x 22.5 cm (11 3/4 x 8 3/4 in) 

php 40,000 - 43,000

Roberto Chabet’s meditative watercolor contains 
modulating shades of burnt sienna. Often seen as 
pillows or windows, typical of his work are fluid 
colored squares that remain within the confines of 
sketchy black lines. Always vague and open to 
the viewer’s interpretation, Chabet’s provocative 
work has paved the way for the flourishing of the 
conceptual in Philippine Contemporary art. 

Accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity 
issued by King Kong Art Projects
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Lot 204

ChARLie CO (b. 1960)

Casualties = United Nations

2006
Oil on canvas
120 x 150 cm
(47 1/4 x 59 in)

php 350,000 -  400,000

A powerful Surrealist scene that depicts signs of the times, Charlie Co’s black and 
white landscape shows a dystopian world through a number of vignettes that point 
to war and extremism.  Hailing from Bacolod, Co is a member of the Negros-based 
Black Artists of Asia group who deal with social injustice as a unifying theme. 

Lot  205

ROnALd VenTuRA (b. 1973)

Untitled
2004
Oil on canvas mounted on board
18 x 9 cm (7 x 3 1/2 in)

php 120,000  - 140,000

An amusing scene that borders on Surrealism, Ronald Ventura 
depicts a nude figure with a horn for a head. Known for his 
multi-layered imagery that explores aspects of the human form, 
Ventura’s imaginative canvases are some of the most recognizable 
in the landscape of Philippine Contemporary art.

Accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity 
issued by Big & Small Art Company 

Although some of his work is completely abstract, one can 
recognize objects in the compositions of National Artist 
Federico Aguilar Alcuaz, working in the same tradition as 
Analytic Cubism as started by Picasso and Braque but with 
looser forms and heightened color.

Lot  203

eMMAnueL GARibAy (b. 1962)

Maganda
1996
Oil on canvas
104.1 x 73.6 cm (41 x 29 in)

php 220,000 - 250,000

An image full of allegories, Garibay reinterprets the 
Philippine creation myth Malakas at Maganda with 
a few of his own touches. Here, we see Maganda 
borne from the strong trunk of a mango tree instead 
of a bamboo stalk. The bird perched on the lower left, 
who in the original story first discovered the woman, is 
depicted as an African lovebird, pointing to Maganda’s 
partner, Malakas, who is not in view. In the distance 
approaching the virgin island, a galleon ship nears, 
the sail bearing the mark of a red cross—the mark of 
Spanish vessels in the 17th century. 

Lot 202

FedeRiCO AGuiLAR ALCuAz (1932–2011)

Untitled (Abstract)

1980
Oil on canvas
25.4 x 34.3 cm (10 x 13 1/2 in)

php 140,000 - 160,000

Accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity
issued by Christian Aguilar
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Women remained to be one of Mauro Malang Santos’ favorite 
subjects. In this delightful pastel, three women surround a lone 
child, holding him in a protective embrace. 

Lot  211

MAuRO MALAnG SAnTOS (1928–2017)

Three Women
2003
Pastel on paper
27.9 x 20.3 cm (11 x 8 in)

php 140,000 - 160,000

Accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity
issued by Soler Santos

Lot  210

eMMAnueL GARibAy (b. 1962)    

Father and Son
1997
Oil pastel on paper
43 x 30.5 cm (17 x 12 in)

php 35,000  - 40,000

Possesing the ability to capture stolen moments through his art, 
Emmanuel Garibay here draws an image of a father and his kin, the 
strength of their bond of unfailing love and protection symbolized by 
the tight paternal embrace. 

Lot  209

MAuRO MALAnG SAnTOS (1928–2017)

Untitled (Face)
1997
Oil pastel
26 x 17 cm (10 1/4 x 6 1/2 in)

php 70,000 - 80,000

A delicate depiction of Mauro Malang Santos’s prowess in coloration, 
rainbow hues form geometric shapes that come together to form the torso. 
The caricature-like sketch of the face points to Malang’s background as an 
acclaimed cartoonist prior to his concentration in fine art. 

Accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity 
issued by Soler Santos

A renegade artist who broke into the art scene at a time of pleasantries 
and Impressionist works, Onib Olmedo contrasted the flowery still lifes 
and landscapes that dominated at the time with his dark, warped 
portraits, exchanging sunlit vistas for dramatic black backgrounds. 
Inspired by his time spent in the San Lazaro race tracks as well as his 
ventures into the districts of Malate and Ermita, Olmedo drew the diverse 
characters he encountered  – socialites and musicians, bystanders and 
construction workers  – bypassing the reality of their external features and 
creating “soul-portraits,” distorting his subjects to represent the intricacies 
of the human character and what lies beneath the cloak of the human 
body. Perfectly represented in the portraits of Adam and Eve, viewers are 
given to ponder the biblical couple’s complexities, for all their faults and 
motivations. 

Lot 207

Onib OLMedO (1937–1996)

Adam

1989
Oil pastel on felt
35.6 x 28 cm (14 x 11 in)

php 38,000  - 45,000

Lot 208

Onib OLMedO (1937–1996)

Eve

1989
Oil pastel on felt
35.6 x 28 cm (14 x 11 in)

php 38,000 -  45,000

Lot  206

ROMuLO OLAzO 
(1934–2015)
Nude
1986
Pastel on paper
19.6 x 16 c
 (7 3/4 x 6 1/3 in)

php 26,000 - 28,000

In this nude sketch by Romulo Olazo, 
the audience is given the view of a 
woman’s back, the long contour of 
her spine visible by the play of colors 
that make up her flesh. Olazo drew 
inspiration from the likes of Vicente 
Manansala, whose influence is most 
apparent in the natural postures 
and transparent renderings of his 
nude portraits. And yet this same 
transparency has also become an 
element inherently Olazo, imposing a 
subtle coherence with his acclaimed 
Diaphonous abstractions.
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Lot  215

JuVenAL SAnSó (b. 1929)

Dreams in Gold
c. 1980s
Pigment on paper
15 x 15 cm (5 9/10 x 5 9/10 in)

php 40,000 - 45,000

A two tone adaptation of his popular flora, Juvenal Sansó strips his 
plants of their usual flowers and infuses them with a rich yellow, 
conjuring up visions of golden fields beneath a warm orange sky.

Lot  216

JuVenAL SAnSó (b. 1929)

Dreams in Green
c. 1980s
Pigment on paper
15 x 15 cm (5 9/10 x 5 9/10 in)

php 40,000 - 45,000

Verdant green foliage is dotted with red blooms. Expressive 
through his strokes, Sansó’s flowers rise through the composition 
in varying opacity—some barely imprints—as if made to capture 
a fleeting moment in time.  

Manuel Rodriguez, Sr. crafts a jovial scene of a 
group of revelers balancing on bangkas surrounding 
a central boat containing a floating temple filled 
with festive décor.

Lot  217

MAnueL ROdRiGuez, SR. (1912–2017)

Untitled (Festival Boats)
Undated
Lithograph, Artist’s Proof
50.8 x 63.5 cm (20 x 25 in)

php 24,000 -  26,000

Lot 214

nenA SAGuiL (1924–1994)

Untitled
1975
Watercolor
40.5 x 58 cm (16 x 22 3/4 in)

php 80,000 - 85,000

A network of spheres form circular patterns in light washes 
that range from cobalt and cerulean to a whisper of pink, 
the repetition relaying a tranquil scene in Nena Saguil’s 
disctinctive artistic language. 

Accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity issued by Benjamin Saguil, Jr. 

Lot  213

MAuRO MALAnG SAnTOS (b. 1928–2017)

Woman
1984
Charcoal
35.5 x 27.9 cm (14 x 11 in)

php 60,000  - 70,000

A Finale Art File label is affixed to the back of the frame

Accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity issued by Soler Santos

Lot  212

ROMuLO OLAzO (1934–2015)

Diaphanous
2010
Soft pastel on canson paper
48.2 x 66 cm (19 x 26 in)

php 22,000 - 24,000

A pastel version of the artist’s famed Diaphanous 
series, irregularly shaped red, green and blue 
forms sit layered in a graceful grouping, the 
silhouettes a play on transparency.

Accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity issued by the artist

Harking back to his background as an Illustrator, Malang’s Woman is drawn 
with graphic geometric lines. Known for depicting local vendors of fish, fruits 
or flowers, the mound below the figure illustrates a stand displying the day’s 
produce.
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Lot  220

AnASTACiO CAedO (1907–1990)

Untitled (Woman)
Undated
Cold cast marble
36 x 29 x 15 cm (14 x 11 1/2 x 6 in)

php 40,000 -  45,000

Lot  219

AnASTACiO CAedO (1907–1990)

Jose Rizal
Undated
Cold cast marble
76 x 18 x 19 cm
(27 1/2 x 7 x 7 1/2 in)

php 40,000  - 45,000

An acclaimed sculptor, Anastacio Caedo worked under the tutelage of Guillermo Tolentino. 
He was commissioned to work on a number of national mounumets, the most notable of 
which is the MacArthur Landing Memorial in Tacloban, Leyte. His style is considered 
Classical Realist. Caedo also worked as a professor in the University of the Philippines 
School of Fine Art, instructing such students as Eduardo Castrillo and Abdulmari Imao. 

Lot 218

nORbeRTO ROLdAn (b. 1953)

Figurative from Years in Captivity

2016 
Mixed media 
47.6 x 47.6 cm (18 3/4 x 18 3/4 in)

php 40,000 - 45,000

Hanging like a makeshift shelf, a Cuban cigar box contains 
old photographs, toy collectibles and memorabilia fastened 
onto a surface covered with decaying wallpaper. Capturing 
a feeling of nostalgia, Figurative from Years in Captivity 
is arranged similar to the personal effects of a soldier, 
an allegory for longing and regret. Roldan has said of 
his work, “Assemblage is not only mixed media, but [it is] 
also cross-disciplinary storytelling without giving the whole 
story.” Roldan’s work, F-16 (2012) is in the collection of the 
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in New York.

Born in San Miguel, Bulacan, Isidro Ancheta’s 
forte was creating vistas of Philippine landscapes. 
Here he paints boats at sunset, a vermillion sky 
lighting the frame.  

Lot  221

iSidRO AnCheTA

Untitled
1949
Oil on board
21.5 x 29.5 cm
(8 1/2 x 11 1/2 in)

php 28,000 - 30,000

Employing an Impressionist palette of desaturated 
yellows and greens, Laxa paints a flock of boats 
returning from a day at sea. 

Lot 223

eLiAS LAxA (1904–1990)

Untitled (Docked Boats)

1954
Oil on canvas
27.3 x 21.6 cm (10 3/4 x 8 1/2 in)

php 30,000 - 33,000

Lot 222

eLiAS LAxA (1904–1990)

Untitled (Market Scene)

1955
Oil on canvas
26.7 x 34.3 cm (10 1/2 x 13 1/2 in)

php 40,000 - 45,000

Depicting busy Sta. Elena Street in Manila, vendors and 
buyers line the pavement. Known for his romanticized 
street and sea scenes, Laxa was trained under the 
tutelage of Fernando Amorsolo while studying at the 
University of the Philippines School of Fine Art. 
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Lot  226

eLiAS LAxA (1904–1990)

Untitled (Boat)
Undated
Oil on board
32 x 43 cm (12 1/2 x 17 in)

php 40,000 - 43,000

In this unique green-tinged canvas, Laxa veers from 
the typical sunset sky and instead favors a spectrum 
of greens and yellows to produce a luminous scene 
that contains an air of enchantment.   

Lot 227

MAnueL bALdeMOR (b. 1947)

Untitled (House)

1972
Mixed media
18.4 x 26.7 cm (7 1/4 x 10 1/2 in)

php 38,000  - 40,000

Lot  228

FiL deLACRuz (b. 1950)

Transmogrification
1983
Mezzotint, Artist’s Proof
45 x 64.5 cm (17 3/4 x 25 1/3 in)

php 38,000  - 45,000

An important figure in the Philippine printmaking 
landscape, Fil Delacruz is best known for his 
multi-layered, richly detailed imagery. Depicting 
several animals in his fantastical biosphere, 
reptiles, beetles, dragonflies and horses roam. 
The title Transmogrification refers to the ability to 
magically transform into something else. 

Lot 229

TOMAS beRnARdO (1916–1994)

Untitled

1967
Oil on canvas
74.9 x 74.9 cm (29 1/2 x 29 1/2 in)

php 40,000  - 45,000

Aside from working as an artist, Tomas Bernardo was 
a revered art professor. In this abstract work, Bernardo 
plays with transparency, framing a central body with 
painterly boxes and cubes, the layering of colors giving 
dimension to the flattened forms.  

An early piece by Manuel Baldemor, depicting 
a house on wheels, is drawn with delicate lines 
and a wash of watercolor. 

Lot 225

eLiAS LAxA (1904–1990)

Untitled (White Sailboat)

1958
Oil on canvas
27.9 x 22.8 cm (11 x 9 in)

php 33,000 - 35,000

Lot 224

eLiAS LAxA (1904–1990)

Untitled (Boats at Sunrise)

1975
Oil on canvas
27.9 x 19 cm (11 1/2 x 7 1/2 in)

php 30,000 - 33,000

Owing to his ability to capture the reflections of light on water, Elias Laxa paints a subdued scene of a bangka docking 
in calm seas. Author Alfredo Roces once said about his work, “He seems bent, in canvas after canvas, in capturing a 
fleeting moment when light has made edges soft and feathery, just a few minutes before the pinkish-grey sky breaks into 
actual dawn..Laxa seems bent on pursuing these mysteries of nature relentlessly.”

The son of a fisherman and working as one himself 
as well in his youth, Elias Laxa positions the viewer in 
a quite unusual viewpoint in this 1958 oil, tall masts 
of docked sailboats peeking through a curve in a 
rocky dock. 
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Teodoro Buenaventura worked in a style referred to as 
classical realism. A highly respected professor at the 
University of the Philippines School of Fine Arts, he 
instructed artists such as Mauro Malang Santos, Tomas 
Bernardo, and Serafin Serna. 

Lot  235 

TeOdORO buenAVenTuRA (1863–1950) 

Untitled
1932
Oil on canvas
30.4 x 40 cm (12 x 15 3/4 in)

php 70,000 -  75,000

Lot  234

AnGeLiTO AnTOniO (b. 1939)

Untitled (Woman with Cats)
1977
Oil on canvas
90.8 x 90.8 cm (35 3/4 x 35 3/4 in)

php 80,000 - 90,000

Angelito Antonio maximizes the use of black 
and white to produce this idiosyncratic scene 
of a woman and her many feline friends.

Lot  233

nORMA beLLezA (b. 1939) 

Untitled (Women)
1979
Oil on canvas
60.9 x 60.9 cm (24 x 24 in)

php 22,000  - 24,000

Known for her rounded bodies and robust faces, Norma 
Belleza is an artist who has depicted Filipino women in 
various life stages. Here, she paints three vendors working 
along a sidewalk. Despite the women’s expressionless 
faces, the contrasting vivid hues that are distinctive to 
Belleza creates a joyful, uplifting atmosphere. 

Lot  232

AnGeLiTO AnTOniO (b. 1939)

Untitled (Woman with Watermelons)
1980
Oil on canvas
40.6 x 48.3 cm (16 x 19 in)

php 24,000 -  26,000

Lot  231

eMMAnueL GARibAy (b. 1962)    

Untitled
1998
Acrylic on paper
30.4 x 43.1 cm (12 x 17 in)

php 43,000 -  45,000

Inspired by the works of Francisco Goya, 
James Ensor and Hieronymus Bosch, Emmanuel 
Garibay often depicts his figures with elongated 
and distorted features in striking palettes. 
Garibay works in Social Realism, often 
portraying everyday people through a critical, 
emotional, and sometimes humorous light.   Accompanied by a Certiciate of Authenticity signed by the artist

Known for his folk genre scenes, Angelito 
Antonio utilizes Fauvist colors to depict a woman 
vendor with a stack of watermelons. 

Lot  230

MAuRO MALAnG SAnTOS (1928–2017)

Landscape #21
1991
Oil pastel on paper
13.5 x 21 cm (5 1/4 x 8 1/4 in)

php 50,000 - 55,000

On this closely cropped view of blocks 
of color, Mauro Malang Santos shows a 
predilection towards cubist abstraction through 
this depiction of a landscape. 

Accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity
issued by Soler Santos
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H.R. OcampO (1911-1978)
Homage to Emilio Jacinto
1977
Oil on canvas
76.2 x 101.6 cm (30 x 40 in)

Sold in Under the Tree : The Wish List,
26 November 2016

INVITATION TO CONSIGN

Under the Tree
The Wish LisT

25 November

inquiries

phone +632 659 4094 / 823 0956 
email info@salcedoauctions.com
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